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ÀBSTRÀCT

This dissertation investigated the relatíonship between

several personality constructs (locus of control, repres-

sion-sensitization, coronary-prone behavior pattern), life
style and heal!h change of post-myocardial infarction (MI)

patients. The personality variables employed in thê study

were selected from an extensive revie¡v of the coronary heart

disease literature as ¡,¡eI1 as Iiterature pertaining lo other

disabilites. Based on this review, it was predicted lhat
inlernality, repression and Type A behavior would be associ-

ated r+ith various neasures of life style and health (physio-

logical) change. several predictions also were proposed for
the relationships between the personality variables.

Ninety myocardial infarction out-patients drawn from the

Reh-Fit HeaIth Centre, Winnipeg,Manitoba, who rnet various

selection criteria participated in the study. AII partici-
pants were adninistered a test battery consisting of: (1)

Repressíon-Sensitization Scale (Byrne, 1961); Q\ HeaÌth

Specific Locus of Control (Lau & Ware, 1981) t (3) Jenkins

Àctivity Scale (.Jenkins, Zyzanski & Rosenman, I979) ì (4)

Zung SeIf-Rating Scaì.e of Depression (zung, 1965)t (5) Hand-

icap Problems Inventory (wright, Remmers, 1960)t and (6) À

questionnaire designed to obtain background information and

- x1a



subject ratings in several life style areas. The partici-
pants available stress test and track performance records

were also analyzed.

Results showed that the different personality conltructs
measured unique personality dimensions. These constructs

also proved significan! in differentiating life style and

health change for the Reh-Fit MI patients. The Reh-Fil pro-

gram itself seemed to be a profitable experience for inter-
nals, repressors and Type B. These personality types made

significantly more positive life style changes, and per-

ceived fewer problems than externals, sensitizers and Type

As. Paradoxically, the f orrner groups spent less time in the

program yet achieved more physiologically.
The results were discussed in light of possible interven-

tion technigues whích would best match the various personal-

ity types wíthin the Reh- Fit program. Future research was

suggested with particular ernpha.s i s on the psychometric and

diagnostic properties of the health locus of control and JAS

scales.

xJ-11



CHAPTER 1

TNTRODUCT]ON

The focus of research on coronary heart disease (CUO) has

been on the etiological and predictive factors relaling to
Lhe onset of the illness. The aim of such research has been

to determine the precursors to CHD, devise the necessary in-
terventions to eliminate or reduce these precursors, and

thus reduce the incidence of CHD. The present research does

not foLlow this tradition but instead is an investigation of

variables related to recovery from and adjustment to CHD.

The psychological problems resuLting f rorfl CHD onset have

neither been fu1ly identified nor has there been a thorough

attempt to elaborate on the impact of and adjustment Lo

these problems, Research which has attempted to address the

question of which type of individual or situation is associ-

ated v¡ith the best adjustrnent lo CHD also has been both con-

fusing and contradictory in nature. This sit,uation has ari-
sen due to the lack of clear definition of termsf research

utilizing poor experimental controls, and Iittle integration
of research f indings.

Two major variables that have been related to recovery

from CHÐ are denial and depression. Unfortunately, the 1it-

1
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erature is not consistent on the role of these variables. A

detailed analysis of the literature suggests thât the dís-
crepancies are due to differences in definitions of terms

ánd lack of control or procedures.

Several studies (Idelson, Croog & Levine, I974aî I974b¡

Croog, Shapiro & Levine, !971; Davis, Osborne, Seimen &

Brown, 1.971i Sullivan and Hackett, 1963) have argued that

depression is an importanÈ factor and nust be experienced in

order for heart patíents to adjust to the onset of a myocar-

dial infarction (MI). Conversely, these researchers con-

clude that denial obstructs the adjustrnent process and may

exacerbate health problems. In these studies denial was de-

fined as deniaL of the disability and its associated symp-

toms.

Hòwever I when denial is defined as denial or repression

of the emotional ímpact of the trauma and not of lhe traumã

íteseIf, then a different picture emerges. This second def-
inition of denial has been employed in studies with hospi-

talized and post-discharge MI patients,

Hiatt (l-979) found that MI patients reho expressed the

grealest degree of denial of the enotional inpacl during in-
ervier¡s also demonstrated the lowest level of anxiety.
Hiatt concluded that for hospitalized CHD patients the en-

couragenent of moderate levels of denial nay be beneficial
in the rehabilitation process. Three earlier studies (Cas-

sen & Hackett¡ 7971; Hackett, & Cassen, 1974; Garrity &
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KIein, 1971) also suggested that emotional denial may have a

positive life preserving function for CHD patients. This

conclusion has also been substantiated for post-discharge

patients. Paradoxically, in one recent study (Prince, Fra-

sure-Smith & RoIicz-woloszgk , !982) denying patients showed

a superior rehabilitation potential, in spite of a relative
lack of compliance behavior. The study also demonstrated

tha! deniers had lower morbitity rates suggesting that deni-

aI may serve as a protective mechanism agains! further epi-

sodes of MI .

Three additional studies (Stern, Pascale and Ackerman,

J.977; McEachern, 1978; Stern, Pascale and McLean, 1976) sug-

gest that denial seems to be assocíated wíth higher than av-

erage return Lo work, improved sexual functioning, and a

generalJ.y successful rehabilitation. Conversely, these re-

searchers suggested that anxiety and depressive reactions

çould be detrimental to the adjustment process.

Discrepancies in findings due to the definitional differ-
ences in the term denial hâs also been found in research

with other disabilities and diseases (Simon, I97I; Hopkins,

197I¡ Hagberg & Malmquist, 1974; RosiIlo & Fogel , 1970) (see

appendix B). When these definitional differences are Èaken

into consideration a reasonably clear piclure seems to ap-

pear. The mechanism of denial, when defined as an ego de-

fense mechanisrn or as denial of the physical trauma is
viewed as destructive. Conversely, depression is viewed as
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construct,ive to the adjustment process (Courtney, i-978ì

Croog et a1., L97L). When denial is defíned as denial of a

certain degree of the emotional inpact of the trauma I a con-

structive role emerges for the mechanism of denial. Con-

versely, depression then plays a destructive role (Prince et

al., 1982; Hiatt L979; McEachen , 1978¡ centry Foster & Ha-

ney, 3-972 i Cassem & Hackett, 1971).

The present study wilI define and examine these two con-

structs employing thissecond defini!íonal relationship.
For a more extensive revíe¡s of the relationship between de-

nial and depression, the reader is referred to Àppendix A.

These conflicting results may also be explaind by examin-

ing several methodological difficulties and differences be-

tween various studies. Both within and across studies, sub-

jects were at different time intervals since the onset of

the myocardial infarction. As Hopkins (1971) and Malmquist

(1973a, 1973b) have demonstrated !ime since onset of various

physical traumas is a significant determinant of the roles
played by depression and denial in the recovery process,

The myocardial infarction studies are difficult to compare

due !o the lack of control of the tíme variable.
FinalIy, the discrepancy ín conclusions may have occurred

due to significant differences in the mean age of the sub-

ject populations employed. While the range in age for all
studies was between 35 and 60, the mean age vâríed between

38 and 50. In order to address the uncertain effects thal
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increasing age may have on Lhe mechanisms of denial, depres-

sion, and more specifically the adjustment process itself,
the present study examined the relationship between age and

various measures of Iife sty1e.

The psychological construct of repression-sensitization
(R-S) appears useful as a method of examining the inter-re-
Iationship between denial and depression as r¡eII as provid-

ing a method of measuring denial when defined as denial of

the emotional impact of the coronary trauma (Byrne, 1961 ,

1964). Researchers employing the R-S construct suggested

that repressors demonstrate better adjustment in both test-
ing (nyrne, Barry & Nelson, 1963; Byrne, Golightly & Shef-

fieLd, 1965; Tempore & Lamb, 1967; Foulds & Warehine, 1971;

Schill, Adams & Bekker, 1982) and real life situations (Fed-

er, 1-967¡ Merbaum & Badia, 1967; Barton & Buckhout, 1967¡

Byrne, Steinback & Schwartz, l-968). More specifically,
these real life studies suggested that repressors seem to

encounter psychiatríc problems less freguently and also have

less difficulty judging and coping with pain. These charac-

teristics theoretically would suggest t,hât repressors (deni-

aI of the emotional impact not denial of the trauma itself)
would demonstrate a better adjustment and positive life
changes subsequent to physical trauma lhan would sensitiz-
ers. This theoretical postulation is discussed in detail in

Appendix À ( Repr e s s i on -Sen s i t i za t i on and Adjuslment ).
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It seems clear from the above research that denial and

depression play a significant role in determining the vari-
ous strategies and coping nechanisms a pat.ient might employ

following the onset of an infarction. However, whether de-

nial of the emotionaJ. impact occurs immediately after Èhe

coronary onset rnay be a function of other personality char-

acteristics. Two personality variables which may play a

role directly or in interaction with one another are locus

of control and the coronary prone behavior pattern. Each

has in some way been implicated in prior CHÐ research. Just

as these characteristics have been correlated with levels of
risk to coronary onset, so may these personality character-
istics be associated wíth different reactions and adjustment

once the coronary has occurred.

The first personality factor affecting post CHD behavior

and adjustment is the individual's motivation to chânge.

Having sustained an MI one can speculate that if the pâtient
does not deny the occurrence and severity of the infarction,
and aLso if he,/she believes that he,/she has some control
over coping and adjusting to its occurrence, then he/she

will be motivâted to change. In other words, an individual
who is motivated to change in some circumstances wilI only

try to effect that change because he,/she perceives a possi-
bility or expectancy of success. It can be assumed that in-
dividuals who perceive a sense of control !¡ithin the reha-

bilitalion and adjustment process will be more highly
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¡notivated. Therefore, they will be better adjusted and dem-

onstrâte positive life style changes.

Rotter's (1966) locus of control construct (I-E) is pro-

posed as a possible rneasure of the patient's attitude and

overall motivation toward change in lhe rehabilitation pro-

cess. In particular, it has been demonstrated that inter-
naÌs as opposed to externaLs âre more likely to oblain use-

ful inf orrnation and employ it successfully in making

necessary behavioral changes in Èheir Iives (Chavez & Mi-

chaels, 1980; Courtney, 1978; Wallston, Maides & WalIston,

I976¡ vlallston WaLlston, Kaplan & Maides, !976¡ Balch &

Ross, L975; Chambliss & Murray, L979; Mlott & Mlott, 1975).

Research (Hersch & Scheibe, 1967 ¡ Naditch, Gargan & Michael,

1975) aLso suggests thât internâlIy oriented individuals
demonstrate better psychological adjustment and are more

content with their life situations than externally oriented

individuals.
Garrity (I973) demonstrated that patientsr sense of con-

trol over their fate was predictive of return to work. In-
dividuals who had sustained a coronary and who were inter-
nally oriented were more Iike1y to return to work than those

who were externally oriented.
The I-E construct may also be helpful in understanding

the inter-relationship between denial and depression. Re-

search suggests that denial is employed readily by internals
as opposed to exlernals (Naditch, cargan & Michael , 1975¡
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Phâres, Ritchie & Davis, 1968). Further, research suggests

inLernality is negatively correlated with both depression

and anxiety (CosteIlo, 1982¡ Molinari and Khanna, 1981;

Archer, 1980). Internals, although more repressively ori-
ented., are at the same time more aware of information relat-
ed to their disability (Courtney, 1978). It is therefore
probable that internals employ denial which is denial of the

emotional impact of the traumâ and in turn this suggests

thal the conslructs of locus of control and repression-sen-

silization may in combination provide for a more thorough

explanation for the role of denial and depression as well as

other reactions to CHD. Support for this speculation is
given via a study by Spring and Khanna (1982) with acute

general psychiatric patients and patients on a drug and aI-
cohol unit r+hich demonstrated a significant rel-atíonship be-

tvreen locus of control and repression-sensitization.
Rather than the general measure of I-E provided by Rot-

ter's (1954) scale, the current study employed a health spe-

cific locus of control (Lau a Ware, 1981). While the two

scales are correlated, recent research (Lau, 1982) has dem-

onstrated the efficacy of a heallh specific locus of control
sca1e. Assessing specific expectancies rçith regard to

health as opposed to assessing general outcome expectancies

may allow for a better understanding of the relationship be-

tween coping behaviors following the onset of CHÐ and belief
in various health outcomes. Àgain, the reader is directed
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to Àppendix À for a more dêtailed discussion of the locus of

control construct.

The second personalíty factor affecting adjustment to CHD

and subsequent life style change nay be related to Type A

personality coping behaviors. The Type A coronary prone be-

havior pattern has been proposed as a major predictive meas-

ure of the coronary onset (Glass, 1977). Research suggests

that the type of life events encountered and the coping be-

haviors of the Type A (hard-driving, competiveness, tine ur-
gency, denial and hyperalertness) employed in mastering

these events interact in a manner which increases the prob-

ability of CHÐ (Suls, Gastorf and Witenberg, 1979¡ Glass,

1977),

I.lhile Èhere has been extensive research to determine the

basic coping behaviors of the Type A personality, there

seems to be some guestion as to the type of life events and

pâttern of life style whi.ch, in interaction with the coping

behaviors, increases stress and the probabiLity of CHD. Re-

search (class, 1977) has indicated that the Type A persona.I-

ity experienced more stress in situations where it was im-

portant to the individual to demonstrate control and where

control vras not possible. HovJever, a more recent study
(SuIs et al., ).979) suggested that Type As were more dis-
tressed by life events which were ambiguous in terns of re-
sponsibility and controlability. Type Bs tended to feel
less anxious when life changes occurred r+hich were beyond
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their control. Thus ¡ the type and nature of life events

seem to be factors in determiníng whether the Type A indi-
vidual will be at greater risk due to increased stress and

subsequent attempts to control hisr/her environment.

Similar conclusions have resulted fron research exarnining

neuroendocrine and cardiovascular reactions of Type A indi-
viduals (Glass, 1980; Pittner ând Houston, 1980; MacDougall,

Dembroski & Krântz, l98I). The general conclusion seems to

be that psychophysiological reactivity (blood pressure, no-

repinephrine and heart rale leve1s) is most Iikely to appear

when the situationaL challenges are especially relevant to
the Type À subjects.

It is possible that a similar relationshíp may exist dur-

ing the post MI rehabilitation period. Depending upon the

environmental variables and rehabilitation approaches, the

coping mechanisms of the Type À personality may be benefí-

cial to the adjustmen! to myocardial infarction. class
(1977) and Jenkins (I976a, 1976b) have indicated that the

Type A personality employs busyness and activity as a de-

fense against anxiety. lf this is true, rehabiLitation pro-

grams which emphasize physical activity rãther than relaxa-

tion lend to be more beneficial in reducing the anxiety of

post-MI Type As (Thompson, 1977; Suinn, 1.975). The converse

proves true for Type B MIs who perform better in programs

which emphasize relaxat ion.
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Thonpson (7977) has also demonstrated that if relaxation
techniques are to prove beneficial with Type Às, these pa-

tients must approach the relaxation method as a task to be

accomplished. It would seen that this approach has focused

on the achievement orientation of the Type À personality.
The competiveness pattern of the Type A personality rnay also
prove beneficial in sítuations where pre -expe r imenta I base-

lines and constant feedback are employed. Since most CHD

rehabilitation programs tend to emphasize such an approach,

the sâme behavior r,¡hich increased the probability of the CHD

onset for Type A persons may conversely, and paradoxically,
be beneficial in the rehabíIitation process.

Further research (Stern, Pascale, & Ackerman, !97"1) has

demonstrâted lhat denial may be beneficial to the rehabili-
tation of CHD patients. This study concluded that paÈients

¡vho were deniers showed a higher than average rate of return
to work and improved sexual functioning than depressives

foIlowíng a myocardial infarction. One study has demon-

strated that Type As tend to employ denial more readily than

Type Bs (Carver, Coleman & class, 3,976) . The use of denial
by Type As may be another behavior which, in interaction
with appropríate rehabilitation approaches, fiây prove to be

beneficial in the adjustrnenl process.

Fina1Iy, one study (Nowack and Sassenrath, lgBO), aI-
though employing college students, has denonstrated that
Type A behavior by itself nay nol be associated with signif-
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icanlly high levels of anxiety. The study suggests that
Type As who are also externall-y oriented obtained signifi-
cantly higher mean anxiety scores than the other groups

(Type A--internali Type B--internalt Type B--external). It
is therefore possíble that the personal.ity constructs of

Type A personality and locus of control interact in a manner

affecting the adjustment and rehabilit,ation process.

Purpose and HyÞotheses

The purpose of this study was to investigate the correla-
tional relationshipbetween several personality variables

and the possible behaviors, approaches, attitudes and per-

ceptions individuals might employ as part of ongoing life
style changes subsequent to MI onset. The study also exan-

ined the relationship between these personality variables

and physiological measures of adjustnent.

Hypothesis I

Research has indicated a relationship between internality
and repression with non-disabled (Shriberg, I972), disabled
(Dinardo, I972) and psychiatric (Spring and Khanna, 1,982)

populations. Consequently it was hypothesized lhat, for the

CHD population I repression-orientation would be positively
correlated with internality as measured by the four factor
health specific locus of control scale.
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Hypothesis lI
Several studies (Nor,¡ack & Sassenrath, 1980; Ray & Bozek,

1980) employing college students have found a positive rela-
tionship between Type A coronary prone behavior pattern and

internaLity. It $as hypothesized that a similar positive
relationship exists between Type À and internality for CHD

patients. In a recent review article Matthews (L982) has

examined the research which suggests that Type À measures

(Structured Interview, Jenkins Act,ivity Scale and the Fram-

ingrton Scale) have rnarginal overlap. The behavioral char-

acteristics rneasured seem to vary from scale to scale. The

Type As assessed by the Jenkins Activity Sca1e (JnS) can be

characterized as vigorous achievement strivers vrho can be

aggressive and competitive. The Type Às assessed by struc-
tured interview can best be characterized as psychologically

reactive to events which are frustrating, dif f icuJ.t and com-

petitive. The Type A personality referred to in this study

should not be seen as al1 encompassing in that the JÀS form

of assessment was employed.

HyÞothesis III
Research examining the personality constructs of locus of

control (Seenan & Evans, !962¡ Balch & Ross, 19'75¡ Hiattr
1979¡ Courlney, 1978; Chavez ç Michaels, 1980) and Repres-

sion- Sensitization (Byrne, Barry & Nelson, 1963¡ Merbaun &

Badia, 1967; Foul"ds & Warehirne, 1971; Schi11, Àdams & Bek-
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ker, 1982) suggest that individuals who are ínternatly and

repressive-oriented tend to be more aware of and ernploy per-

tinent information in ' produci.ng environnental changes.

These same indíviduals seem !o demonstrate better psycholog-

ical adjustment on both psychological tests and in real Iife
situations. Type Ä coronary prone behavior pattern, al-
though associated with increased risk of CHD, similarly and

paradoxically may exhibit those behaviors both psychotogi-

cally and physiologically associated with better âdjustment
(Suinn, 1-975; Thompson, I977; Stern, Pascale,& Ackerman

1977).

Therefore it was hypothesized that with CHD patients, po-

sitive Iife style changes as indicated by a vâriety of phys-

iological and psycho- social factors would be positively
correlated with the Type A coronary prone behavior pattern,
internal i ty, and repressive tendencies.



CHÀPTER 2

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Subi ect s

The subjects of the study were 90 myocardial infarction
out-patients drawn from the Reh-Fit Health Centre, Winnipeg,

ManÍtoba. Sixty-eight individuals rvho were presently par-

ticipating and 22 who had dropped out of the Reh-Fit program

were included in the subject pool. All met the following
criteria:

1) males between the ages of 35 and 61;

2) having experienced CHD Ieading to the medical diagno-

sis of myocardial infarct.ion;

3) the infarction having occurred not Less than 3 months

nor more Lhan 24 nonths prior to the reguest for participa-
tion;

4) having at least a crade 9 education;

5) not hospitalized at time of initial contact by re-

searchers;

Prospective subjecls were sent a lelter descríbing the

purpose of the study and asking them to participate (see ep-

pendix C). The 90 participants in the study represent 753

of the 120 people cont,acted in the original letter. At the

15 -



completion of the study all
provídin9 general inf ormation

study .

Participants in the study,

and a mean education of 13.2

16

participânts were sent a letter
as to the concLusions of the

had a mean age of 51.8 years

years. Às a group they aver-

two year period selected foraged 2.2 stress tests over the

examination in this study

Reh-Fit Program

The program caters Èo post-myocardial infarct and post-

coronary artery by-pass graft surgery groups as weII as to
patients with stable angína pectoris and intermittent clau-
dication. OnIy the post-myocardial infarct subjects were

examíned in this study.

Within the program, evaluation consísts of medical histo-
ry and physical examinatíon; height, weight and body-fat
measuremenL (skinfold method); blood sugar and lipid analy-
sis; and a modified Balke (l-959) treadmill test. Evaluation

is repeated after four months and then annually.

New patients also partícipate in exercise orientation
classes three times a week for the first month. Utilizing
the Borg (1977\ perceived exertion scaIe, an exercise pro-
gram is devised by the trained nursing stâff. patients usu-

alLy progress from introductory to intermediate classes over

â three month period in which aerobíc exercises, additional
calisthenics and light resistance exercises are gradually

introduced and i nc rea sed.
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Most patients begin nonsupervised advanced status
exercise after approximately four monlhs in the program.

Education cfasses are also provided in an effort to improve

palient understanding of heart disease, medication and car-
diovascular risk factors. Periodicali.y, workshops are held

focusing on relaxation, smoking cessation and diet.
Finally, evaluation and medicaL data and track records

are reviewed weekly by nursing staff in order to facilitate
individual ized programs.

These activities are carried out at the Kinsmen Reh-Fit

Centre which was built in 1979. The facility consists of a

3/4 acre clearspan fieldhouse consists of a 200 meter four-
Iane polyvinylchloride track, voLleyball and badminton

courts and exercise equipment. Sophisticated surveillance
and electrocardiogrâphic monitoring systems are maintained

around the track. The facility also includes a medical area

containing an exercise laboratory, examination roorns, a

preparation room, interview rooms ¡ a classroom and a fully
equipped emergency r oom.

Testing Procedure

All participants were administered a battery of six
tests, with approximately len people being tested in a ses-

sion. Since the test battery consisted of self-raling paper

and pencil tests, a participant completed the tests one at a

time and at the completion of each test was asked to raise
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his hand in order to be presented h'ith the next test.. Tests

were administered in a random order. Most participants com-

pleted the tests in approxímately 2.5 hours.

The test battery consisted of 6 measures r+hich are brief-
Iy described below. For a more thorough critique of t,he

lest instruments, the reader is referred to Äppendix D.

1) Repressi on-Sensi t izat ion ScaIe (R-S)

This 182 item true-false scale was derived by Byrne

(1961) from the MMPI . Within lhe scoring system, high

scores indicate sensitization and Low scores repression.

Scores may range between 0 and 156. Scores obtained for the

90 MI subjects ranged from 2 to 9L, with a mean of 40.78 and

a S.D. of L9.53.

2) HeaIth Specific Locus of Control Scale (HrC)

A 27 item locus of control scale developed by Lau and

Ware (1981-) r,¡a s enployed. Each item was associaLeil with a

seven-choice response scale ranging from t'strongly agree" to

"strongly disagree." The HLC provides 4 factor scores which

measure various beliefs toward health. These factors are¡

a) self-control over HeaIt.h (sc)

measures the individual's belief in the efficacy of self
health care and that health outcomes can be controlled.
They also believe in the efficacy and unaccessability of
doctors. That is, doctors provide good care but they also
are di f f icult to see,

b) Provider Control over Hea]th (pC)
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measures the individual's belief in lhe efficacy of doc-

tors and the guality of medical care.

c) chance Health outcomes (CH)

measures the general belief in chance and controllability
in health related situations.

d) General HeaLth Threat (cT)

measures the belief in susceptibility to disease and the

belief thât doctors are unable lo diagnose those diseases.

The scoring system is designed to reflect high scores as-

sociated with internality and low scores associated wit.h ex-

ternal i ty.
3) Jenkins Activity Scale (JeS)

This 52 iten sel-f-report scale provides â measure of Type

À behaviour. High scores indicate the patt,ern À direction,
1ow scores indicate the Pattern B direction.

The JÀS also provides the following 3 factor scores:

a) Factors (Speed and Impatience)

measures the degree of time urgency expressed by the sub-

ject

b) Factor J (Job Satisfaction)
measures the perceived degree of complexity and the de-

mands of the working situation.
Factor H (Hard-driving and competitiveness)

measures the perceived importance of winning and the de-

gree of competitiveness expressed by the individual in
achieving his goa 1s .
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À1I factors are scored with high scores indicating a Type

A direction.
4) Zung SeIf-Rating Depression Scale (SÐS)

This scale consisted of 20 items with a four-choice re-
sponse scale associated with each item. High scores reflect
increasing depression.

5) Handicap Problems Invenlory (HpI )

This 280 iten true-fa1se self-report scale (wright, 1959;

Wright & Remmers, 1960) provides a separate neasure of the

number of problens perceived within four areas (personal,

social, family and vocational). High scores reflect a per-

ception of a larger number of problens in the indicated
problem area.

6) gue st i onna i re

The questíonnaire provided information in a variely of

areas. Background information was obtained for: a) educa-

tion b) working status c) smoking status d) marital slatus
e) sleeping habits f) alcohol change g) attendânce and com-

pliance within the Reh-Fit Program h) degree of awareness of

MI implications. Subject ratings in a variety of areas were

also obtained. High scores reflected positive Iife style
behaviors and attitudes in the following areas: a) voca-

tionaL rating b) social Rating c) health Rating d) family
rating e) general adjustment ratings. The questionnaire can

be found in Àppendix F.
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When subjects had conpleted the test battery, their
weigh! at tíme of testing was also obtained. The medical

charts were examined to obtain the reLevanl physiological
and trach data available prior to the Èesting session.

ÀII Reh-Fit members receive stress tests prior to admis-

sion to the refit progran. Subsequently stress tesls were

perforned 3 months after admission and then on an annual ba-

sis. Participants vrithin the study were therefore at dif-
ferent stages within the program.

The data obtained from the medical charts was the various

tests administered and information collected during each

stress t,est session.

This data included:

1. Metlevel: a measure of energy output which is formu-

lated from treadmill speed, elevation and duration.
High scores reflect good physiological performance.

2. Protocol scores! a 7 item ordinal scale reflecting
speed and elevation of treadmill. Scores may vary

from a low of 3.4 mi].es,/hour at 1% elevation to a

rating of 5.4 mi1es,/hour aL 28 elevaLion.

3, Time on Treadmill (measured in minutes)

4, Weight (rneasured in kilos)
5. Sum of skin folds: caliper measure of skin folds ob-

tained fron various body locations (arms, waist).
Hígh scores are an index of obesity.
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6. BIood Work: a) total cholesterol (CHOL) b) trigly-
cerides (TRIGS) c) Hemoglobin (HcB) d) BIood Sugar

(FBs)

7. average monthly attendance

8. average niles per month

9. average lap tirne per month (measured in seconds).



CHÀPTER 3

RESULTS

The study involved a rather large and complex data set
consisting of l-80 variables, derived variables or factors.
The results section has been organized to f oj.lors the rnajor

hypotheses and several related post-hoc analyses. The in-
terrelationships between the personality variables were ex-
anined first, followed by the analyses of the interrelation-
ships between the personality variables and measures of Life
style and health var iables.

A number of secondary and additional analyses were also
perforned. These analyses are found in Appendices E and G,

The reader is referred to Appendix H for specific descrip-
tive data related to the personality scales themselves.

Relat ionship Between the personality VariabLes

The first two hypolheses dealt i{ith the relationships be-

tween the various personality variables. The personality
constructs consisted of the Type À coronary prone behavior
pattern, health specific focus of control and the repres-
sion- sensitization dimension. À total of 9 subscales were

emp].oyed to measure the. constructs. Table 1 presents the
simple Pearson product-moment Correlations belween these

23-



Table I

Simple Peârson Product-MomenÈ CorrelaÈions for All PersonaLity Variables

lype A Factors Health Locus of Control

Type A Fâc tor
S

Factor
J

Factor
H

CH PC GT SC/R-S

Factor S

Factor J

Factor H

HLC-
Chance
HealÈh

496**

5 39 *'l

- .097

054

042

-. 119

081

L94

HLC -
Provide
ConLrol

HLC -
General
Threa t

HLC -
Self
ControÌ

003

064

156

158

L34

134

-.r20

-.146 356x't

L7I

_ rlo 1

050

006

- ,206x

069 -.134 -.105

012 457 ** 101 -.004

Repression
Sens iÈ i z-
ation .L32 311** -.213* .087 -.019 -.102

o 
.P. t'05

** q < .01



nine subscales. The reader will be

throughout thi s sect ion.
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referred to Table 1

Locus of Control and Repression-Sensitization

The firsl hypothesis predicted a positive relationship
between internality and repression. This reLationship was

examined employing severaL different analyses. Table I in-
dicates that repression scores are correlated with only one

of the four subscales (Chance HeaIth-CH) of the Health locus

of Control scale (r=-.2I, p<.05). This correlation was in

the predicted direction.
The test data from the health locus of control- scale were

scored according to the reconmended factors from the Lau and

Ware (1981) study. These results were compared lo a sepa-

rate principal component analysis also performed on the test
data. The comparison of these results are presented in Àp-

pendix E1 . In summaryr this analysis confirmed only two of

the Lau Factors. One of these confirmed factors was Chance

Hea1th. The other factor was Provider Control. Its signif-
icance becornes apparent with the stepwise muì-!iple regres-

sion analysis discussed next.

SLepwise multiple regression of repression-sensitization

with health locus of controL yielded only one significant
relationship. Àfter the entry of Provider Control (F(1,60)

=4.033, p<.05) into the equation, the F value dropped below

the .05 Ievel and thus the other three health control fac-
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tors vrere not entered. The relationship in this analysis

was between internality (Provider Control) and repressíon

and was in the predicted direction.

Type À Behavior and Health Locus of Control

The second hypothesized relationship between the person-

ality variables predicted a positive relationship between

internality and the Type A behavior pattern. The inter-re-
lationship between the subscales of the Jenkins and the HLC

measures are presented in Table 1. Four correlations ap-

proached significance at the .05 Ievel. Provider Control

correlated positively with Job Satisfaction (Factor Jl

I=.156) and negatively with Hard driving and Competitive

(Factor H). General threat to health correlated positively
with Job Satisfaction (r =.158). Finally, SeIf-Care effica-
cy correlated posi!ively with Type À behavior (r=.I71). A1-

though the majority of the correlalions are in the hypoth-

esized positive direction, none of the correlations proved

significant. The relationship between locus of controL and

Type À behavior is therefore difficuLt to interpret based on

the simpte correlation matrix. The number of correlations

âre to numerous to ínterpret easily. Furthermore, several

factors from one of the personalily variables may be related

to several factors from the second personality variable.

Thus step\,rise multiple regressions and canonical correla-

tions were performed to address these multiple relation-
ships.
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Stepwise multiple regression was performed for Type A

¡vith the health locus of control factors. Àlthough 3 of the

4 health factors were entered intó the equation only Self-
care approached significance (F(?,60) =2.74, P=.07).

This analysis suggests that Type A behavior is not relat-
ed to internality as hypoÈhesized. The results of this
analysis are presented in Table 2.

Similarly, canonical correlation analysis of Type A and

its associated factors and the four health locus of control

factors did not prove significant.

Tvpe A and Repress i on-Sens i t izat ion

ÀIthough not hypothesized, a post-hoc analysis !¡as per-

forned for the relationship between Repression-Sensítization

and Type A behavior.

The correLations presented in Table I show that one haLf

the correlations are significant. A negative relationship
(r=-.20, p<.05) was obtained between Repression-Sensitiza-

tion and the Speed and Impatience Fâctors. ln other r.¡ords,

repressors demonstrated higher speed and irnpatience scores.

A positive correlation, wâs obtained between Repression and

Hard Driving and Conpetitive Faclor H (r=.31, p<.01). This

suggests thât repressors were less hard driving and competi-

tive.
Stepwise MuItiple Regression analysis was also performed

for Repression-Sensitization and Type A Factors (tab1e ¡).
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labLe 2

Step\rrise Multiple Regressjon: Type A Behavior and Health Locus of Control

MultiPle R R b eta F p vaLuePredíctor

Chance Heâ1th

SeIf-Control

Provider Con lro 1

16 ,02

.08

.09

,Ô

.13

L.78

2.75

2 ,16

p t.05

p > .05

p >.05

28

31
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Table 3

SEepwlse MultÍple Regresslon for Repression-SensitízaEion and Type A

Multiple R R2 Beta F P valuePredictors

Factor H

Factor S

Factor J

31

4L

44

09

L1

l9

. 115

-.l-0

.09

p <.01

p <.001

P <.001

9.44

8,96

6,96
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Factors, H, S and J respectively were entered into the equa-

tion. Type A behavior did not reach signifÍcance and there-

fore was no! entered. Factors H and J correlated positively

with repression-sensitization. Thus, individuals who are

hard driving and view lheir jobs as demanding tend Lo be

sensitizers. On the other hand a negative correlation be-

tween Factors S and R-S suggests thât sensitizers are less

impatient.

Interrelation of the Three Personalitv Variabfes

Since the results of the above analyses suggest that re-

Iationships exist among the three personaJ"ity variables, a

principle component analysis was performed to determine

whether in fact these personality variables were separate

entities. This analysis v¡as also performed in order to re-

duce the number of variables for subsequent analyses.

Principal component analysis with varimax Rotation was

performed. The 4 Type A scales, 4 Locus of Control scales

and repression-sensitization scale reduced into 2 orthogonal

factors (See table 4). The first tv¡o factors met all three

factor criteria suggested by Cattell (1966) and account for

43.l-8 of the variance.

The criteria enployed to determine inclusion were: (1)

eigenvalues greater lhan 1.0, (2) factors meeting the scree

test criterion (cattelI, 1966), and (3) factors v¡hich were

interpretable based on their variable loadings.
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Table 4

Prlncipal Component Analysis for Personality Variable

FacEor

I 2
Var iab 1e

Type A

Faclor S

Factor J

Faclor H

HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

Repres s ion- Sens ít í za t ion

5 39

,928

.544

.681

-.130

-.032

,026

.zLL

.27 3

.068

.07 2

.035

.254

.807

.6L9

_ .)o)

. 627

-. 338

% Var. account for 11 A 20,2

Factor l,abels Type A
Fac tor

Health
locus fac tor
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Both principal component and principâ1 axis solutions
(see Figures 1 and 2) suggest the inclusion of two factors

for subsequent analysis.

Factor I loaded exclusively on Type A behavior and to re-

lated factors and accounted f.ot 22.9"< ot the variance (Ei-

genvalue=2.06). It, will be referred to as Type A Factor for

future analysis. Faclor 2 loaded exclusively on HLC Lâu

factor scores. HLC-GT did not load on this factor and is

consistent with a recent psychometric study of the HLC scale

(Lau, 1982). This factor accounted for 20.24 of the vari-
ance (Eigenvalue=l.81). It wíIl be referred to as HLC Fac-

tor for future analysis.

These results suggest that although the personality vari-
ables are related they do in fact, measure different con-

structs. Furthermore, given the small intercorrelations and

the factorial struclure, differential predictive relation-
ships ¡nust exist between these variables and health and

1i fe-styIe variables.

Although not relevent to the mâin thrust of this study,

results are avaifable which reflect the relationships be-

tween the personaliLy variables and various other variables

predicted from other studies. These analyses will be found

in Appendix E2.

Personality Variables, Life StyIe and Health Chanqe

The final major hypothesis predicted a positive relation-
ship between the personality dimensíons of Type À, int,ernal-
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ity and repression orientation and positive Iife style and

health change.

This hypothesis was first examined usi.ng the Iârge number

of individual variables. À second analysis was also per-

formed with a reduced factor matrix. This analysis was un-

dertaken in an effort to íncrease power and interpretabili-
ty. The reduction of criterion Life style and health

variables was achieved by principal component analysis simi-

lar to thal performed for the personality variables. This

principal component analysis is reported in Appendix E3,

which aLso examines the interrelationship of life style

variables and health (physiological) variables.

Per sonal i Va¡iables and Life Style Variables

Personality variables and 26 life style variables were

analyzed by canonical correlation with the SPSS version-9

Manova program (HulL & Nie, 1981). The hypothesis of no as-

sociation betr¡een the predictor personality variables and

the criterion Iife style variables was rejected (F(234,370)

=l-.43 p<.001). one significant canonical correlâtion

emerged fron this data (see Table 5).

The canonical variate for the predictors had positive

loadings for Type A, Factor J, Fâct.or H and Repression-Sen-

sitiza!ion and negative loadings for health locus of con-

trol-chance Health. This composite appears to represent a

dimension of Type À behaviors, sensitization and external
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Table 5

Canonlcal Correlation: Personality VaríabLes and Life Slyle Variables

CorrelaEion l,¡ith Canonical Variale

Personality Variables (Predíctors)

Type A

Fac tor S

Factor J
Factor H

HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

Repression-Sensítj za t ion

.52

,09

.34

.33

- ,45

-.t7
-.09
- .23

.84

Life Style Variables (Criteria)
I.lorks la tus

Smoking

HPl-Personalíly
HPI-Family

HPI-SociaI

HPI-Vocational

Ed uca t ion

Employment S ta tus

Hrs worked before MI

Hrs worked after Ml

Cigarettes srnoked príor to MI

CigareÈtes snoked after Ml

Change ín Sleep

Change in Alcohol Use

Social Outings Change

Awareness of MT

Compliance

Member of Reh-Fi I

-.08
.01

.82

,64

.75

.63

.07

_.01

.04

-.04
.13

.09

.28

.38

.11

.12

.10

.13

- .28Vocâtional Questionnaire Rating



Table 5 (continued)

Correl-ation ¡vÍlh CannonicaL Varia ue

Social Questionnaire Ra ting

Health Questionnaire Rating

FamiLy Questionnaire RaEing

Self-Ratlng of Adj

Zung Depression

Time in Pro gram

Number of Stress Tes Ès

-,32
- .43

- 1<

- ,49

.64

,44

.04

Test of Sígnificance of Canonical Correlations

Correlations I through 9, \lq,yO=t.,rZ
Correl-ations 2 through 9' åOO,:gf=f.OS
Correlations 3 through 9' ÏSA,:gO=.S¿
Correlations 4 through 9' 1rO,:en=,Ot
correLaÈions 5 through ,' 

1rO,+OO=.tO
correlations 6 through 9,å+,¿rr=,tO

correlatíons 7 through 9, 
%O,4tO=.49

Correlatlons I through 9' 
1U,Or.t=r,,U

correlation 9 through 9' åt,Af Z=.r,q

p<.001

p< ,326

p<.902

p<.997

P<1,0

P<l .0

P< '99
p. ,99

p<,97
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orientation to health câuses. It correlated .9L with the

canonical variate for the criterion variables. This had po-

sitive loadings for alI four Handicap problem areas, sleep

and alcohol change, depression and time in program. Neg-

ative loadings were obtained for vocational, Social, Hea1th,

and adjustment self ratings from the Questionnaire, This

correlation indicates that MI patients who tend tov¡ard an

orientatíon of Type A, sensitization and externality also

tend to perceive more life style problens (HPI scores &

Questionnaire Ratings), are more depressed, and rate them-

selves as being more poorly adjusted. Patients exhibiting
these personality pâtterns, conversely, have spent more time

in the program.

Personalitv Factors and Life Style Factors

The large number of variables involved in lhe above anal-

ysis, precluded easy interpretation. As such Principal Con-

ponent analysis with Varimax Rotation of the Life Style

variables allowed for a reduction in the number of Iife
style variables in the subsequent Canonical Correlation.

The reader is referred to Appendix E3 for the results of the

conponent analysis.

A canonical corelation v¡ith SPSS-version 9 Manova program

was performed for the 2 personality factors and the 4 te-
sulting life style factors. OnIy those factors reaching

significance were interpreted in this analysis. The hy-
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pothesis of no associâtion between the predictor and cri-
terion factors was rejected (g(8,140)=4.35 p<.001). one

significant canonicaL correlation and one canonical correla-

tion approaching significance emerged from the data (see Ta-

ble 6).

The significant canonical variate for the prediclors had

a positive loading for Factor health locus of control and â

negative loading for Factor Type A. This composite appears

to represent a personality dimension of internal health Lo-

cus of control and Type B behavior. It correlated .58 ¡sith

the first canonical variate for the criterion fâctors. This

had high negative loading for Factor Problem and for smok-

ing. This correlation indicates that, MI patients who are

internal and Type B oriented perceive themselves as healthy,

Iess depressed and have fewer problems in every aspect of

their lives. They are also less likeIy to smoke or smoke

Less.

Personality Variables and Health (Physiological) Variable

Nine Personality Variables and 13 physiological-health

measures were analyzed by CanonicaL correl"âtion with the

SPSS version-g Manovã program (Hull and Nie, 1981). The 13

criterion variables were the last stress test performance'

for each subject. The hypot.hesis of no association between

predictor and criterion variables was rejected
( F ( 117 , 319 ) = 1 . 3 2 , p<.03 ) . One significant canonicaL variate
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Table 6

Structure Coefficients for Personality Factors and l,if e Style Factors

Personalíty Factors (Predlctors)

Factor Type A

Factor HLC

Life Style Fac tor s

Factor Problems

Fac t.or Srnoking

Factor Adj us tmen t

Fac tor l,iork

(Crlterion)

Correlations \rilh Canonical Values

- .69

77

-.79

-,54

.0r

.10

Test of Significance of Canonical Correlations

Correlations l through 2, UA,t4O=4.¡S p<.001

Correlations 2 through 2 F, ,o.= ^, 
p<.60
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ernerged f ro¡n this analysis (see Table 7). The canonical

variate for the predictors had positive loadings for Type À,

Factor S, Factor J and repression-sensitization. ,signif i-
cant negative loadings was found for Self-Care HeãIth locus

of Control ('.62). This composite appeârs to represent a

dimension of Type À behaviorf sensitization and lack of be-

lief in self-care efficacy. It correlates .79 with the can-

onical variate for the criterion variables. This had posi-

tive loadings for average lap time and sum of skin fotds.
Negative loadings were found for average miles per month,

Protocol ratings and Fasling Blood Sugar.

This correlation indicates that MI patients who are Type

A, sensitizers and do not believe in the importance of

self-care also tend to run fewer mil-es per month, run slower

1ap times, have slower ratings of stress test speed and ele-
vation (Protocol), are fatter based on sum of skin fo1ds,

and have lower fasting bJ.ood sugar.

Personality Factors and Health Factors

The factor analyses of Personality Variables and health

variables allowed for a reduction to 2 factors for predictor

variables and 3 factors for criterion variables (see Àppen-

dix E3). Canonical correlation with the SPSS version-g Mâ-

novâ program (HuI1 and Nie, 1981 ) was performed for the re-

duced analysis. The hypothesis of no association betueen

predictors and criterion factors v¡as not rejected
(F(1,116)=.149 p>.05).
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Table 7

Canonicaf Correlation: Personality Variables and Health Variable

Correlations with Canonical Variate

Personality Variables ( Pred ic tor s )

Type A

Factor S

I'ac Èor J

Fâc Lor tl
HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC_SC

RepressÍon SensiÈization

Health Variables ( Cr í ter ion)
(scores for Last Stress Test)

Average attendance Per monlh

Average miles per month

Average lap tÍme per month

Time on Treadmill

Protocal Rating (sPeed and elevation)

Met level (energy output)

Sum of skín folds
Weight at s lress test
Cholesterol
Triglycerides
Fasting Blood Sugar

Hernoglobin

Weight at Psychological Testing

,37

_ 
^1

-.18
.04

.lt
- .62

.38

.21

.02

- ,69

_ 1','

,20

- .16

.14

.13

-aL
-.03
' .1 .,

!t,l'ì'
. rf,lÀ

U

0i



Tabte 7 (Con ¡ínued)

Test of Slgníficance of Canonical Correlatíons

Corre-LaEions l through 9 FttZ,:t9=f 
.32

Correlations 2 through 9 F9O,:tZ=t.03

CorrelaÈions 3 through 9 Fll,Ztt=,iS
Correlations 4 through 9 r6O,ZO3=,62

CorrelaEions 5 through 9 F+5,ZSL=,47

Correlations 6 through 9 U3Z,Z7O=.30

Correlacions 7 through 9 rZt,ZSg=.Zt

Correlation 8 through 9 FtZ,.,,q=.ß
Correlation 9 through 9 FS,ZO6 

=,09

P<.03
p<.4

p<.8

p<.9

p<,9

p.1.0
p<1.0

Þ<.99
p<.99
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It is possible that the reduc!ion of personality and

health variables obscured the interrelationship due to the

elimination of certain variables in the factor nodel. Re-

pression-Sensitization which had a significant relationship
in the variable analysis was excluded as a factor in the

personality factor model and therefore possibly reducing

significance of the canonicã1 correlalion.

Secondarv
Factors

Analysis: Personalitv, Lífe Style and Health

The relationship between personality variables and life
style and health variables was analyzed from both a complex

and reduced model. One difficulty with these analyses was

the fact that health variables were obtained at different
poinls in time for each subject. In order t.o increase con-

fidence in the canonical analyses a series of multiple re-
gression analyses were performed employing the reduced fac-

tor model. The number of stress tests r age of the

participant, and whether the subjecl was presenLly attending

the Reh-Fit program were entered first into the equation in

order to control for the effects of time, age and atten-
dance. In each multiple regression performed, the number of

tests and attendance, although forced ínto the equation,

proved non-signi f icant.
The interpretability of the rnultiple regressions can not

be considered with a great deal of confidence for two rea-

sons: Firstr variables which are signifícant predictors in
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combination with other variables may not renain significant

in isolation and significant prediction of multivariate cri-
terion composites does not necessarily imply each individual

variable will be significantly predicted by the same set of

predictors. Second1y, due to the relatively large number of

multiple regressions (8) involving the sane set of pre-

dictors, the probability of Type one Error íncreases signif-
icantly.

what can be said is that with time in program, age and

attendance controlled for, the directions of the general re-

Iationships remain the same betv¡een the personality factors

and the life style and health factor.



CHÀPTER 4

DI SCUSSI ON

Before beginning a discussion of the results of this in-
vestigation, it may be useful to review the retrospective

nature of this study and present sorne cautionary notes re-

garding the interpretation of the data.

Since lhe research to date regarding recovery to Ml has

been unsystematic and at times contradictory, the present

study wâs designed to expLore the relationships betv¡een se-

Iected personality varíables and a large number of life
style and physiological variables. As such, this study was

conpletety expl-oratory, correlational and retrospective in

nature. Such studies are useful in testing initial correla-

tional hypothesis, in determiningpossible relationships

that might be explored with further more elaborate experi-

mental research, or in inves!igaling phenomena not amenable

to experimentaÌ research.

In this study we chose a group of MI subjects who ¡,¡ere

clearly not a random sample of MI patients wilhin Manitoba

or Winnipeg. There were a nunber of inportant dimensions

along which this sample differed within itself and it is un-

known how these differences would interact with or affect

the relationship among the major personality variables of

interest in the study.
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importance are:
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sample differences that could be of

1. age at onset of Ml

2. MT sever i ty

3. general health and personality at time of onset

4. t ime since onset

5. time in program

6. continuation in program

Each of these variables may be important not only as gen-

eral predictors in the recovery process but may also inter-

act with or be confounded with the personality varíables

measured in this study. Atthough the personality tests have

demonstrated stability over time (see Àppendíx D) the total
inpact of MI onset and associated crises are unclear. The

reader is referred to Appendices A and B for further discus-

sion of the impact of MI onset and associated crises on per-

sonality functioning.

while the anlalyses offered in the results section, par-

ticularly those of a post-hoc nature' attempt to control for

such variables as age, time in the program, current atlen-

dance status, etc., it is felt that these attempts at con-

trol are not entirely satisfactory. As a result, in the

discussion which follows, we have attempted to note appro-

priate precautions and be conservative in the interpretation

of the results.
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The many findings on the relationship belween personali-

ty,life style, and health changes of post MI patients will
be discussed following the same order by which the results

section was presented.

The Relationship among the PersonalÍtv Variables

The principle component analysis sunmarized in TabIe 4

suggêsts that the Type A behavior pattern and the locus of

control dimensions are orthogonal personality constructs.

In examining the relationship between the various conbina-

tions of these constructs, the correlations tend to be low

and account for only a srnall portion of the variance. Given

prior research, (Spring & Khanna, 1982; Nowack & Sassenrath,

1980; Shriberg, !972), higher correlations had been antici-
pated. Explanations for the smaller inter-relationships are

best discussed by examining the individual relationships.

The first two hypotheses involved the health specific Io-

cus of control scale. The predicted direcLion of the rela-

tionships between this neasure of locus of control and both

repression and Type A were found. However, the correlations

were smalf and nonsignificant in most cases. These find-

ings, as discussed more ful1y in Appendix E, may be attrib-
uted to the differences in the sample populations employed

across the studies. The Principal ComponenÈ factor analysis

performed on the responses of our 90 MI subjects suggested

corräspondence between our faclor structure and that of the
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Lau and l^tare study (1981) for only the Chance llealth and

Provider Control factors. Lau (1982) confirmed 4 distinct
factors using Principal Conponent analysis and the results

of the present study also found 4 factors ¡vhich could be in-

terpreted enploying the same analysis. However, as indicat-

ed above, only two factors obtained in the study hâd item

Ioadings resembling those obtained by Lau and ware (1981).

These findings bring into guestion the internal consis-

tency and reliability of the instrument. Our sample and

that of Lau and Ware (1981) differ in many respects,most no-

ticeably on age, sex,racial factors and MI occurance. Fur-

thermore the originat study (Lau & ware, 1981) present low

internal consistency scores, which in itself may contribute

to the di f ferences.

Further research with comparable samples v¡ould seem nec-

essary in order to increase confidence. The fact that only

chance Health and Provider Control factors vtere the two fac-

tors substantiated in this study should be kept in mind as

we discuss the hypotheses related to the personality con-

structs themselves.

Locus of Control and Repression-Sensitization

The first hypothesis thãt internally oriented individuals

wouÌd afso be more repression oriented was partially sup-

ported. From the results, it would seen lhat indivíduals

who did not believe in chance outcomes or fate in health re-
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lated situations, and who also believe in the efficacy of

medical care, lended to be repression oriented, denying the

emotional impact of crisis situations. This relationship

was not confirmed for either Self-Care or General Threat Io-

cus of control fâctors.
Prior research (Spring & Khanna, 1982¡ Shriberg, 1972)

had obtained correlalions of approximateJ.y .4 between locus

of control and repression-sensitization. The present study

yielded correlations v¡hich were significantLy lower in some

instances and non-existent in others.

The most plausibte explanation for these findings is that

prior research had employed the general locus of control in
exanining the relationship with repression-sensitization

whereas the present study employed a scaÌe which seerns to

require further research and refinement. Either the rela-

tionships betr¡een I-E and R-S are characteristically lower

for health related situations or the health locus of control

scale does not adequately measure those expectancies for

this sample poputation. It is also possible that the two

health locus of control scales measure sornething different
than the Rotter scale (t9e0).

This study also has verified that internality as measured

by several factors of the Health locus of control (Chance

HeaIth and Provider Control and repression orientation were

signif icantl.y correlated with the Zung depression scores and

perceptions of problems in living as measured by the Handi-
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cap Problem inventory. In other h'ords, this study verified
lhat internals and repressors tend to be less depressed and

perceive fewer problems in various aspects of their lives
(personal, family, social, and vocational). The relation-

ships ernploying the health locus of control scale were found

lo be less powerful than previously denonstrated with the

Rotter (1966) locus of control scale (Coste1lo, 1982¡

SchilI, Adams and Bekker, 1982; Archer' 1980). The rela-

lionships enploying the Repression Sensitization scaIe, on

the other hand, were aII in the predicted directions with

correlat ions greater than .5.

In sunmary, the predicted relationship between internali-
ty and repression orientation was confirmed but not to the

degree expected. At the same time, it ís clear that the two

variables are distinct from each other, measuring seperate

entilies, Principal component analysis, seperated the vari-
ables and there tends to be differential relationships with

Òther assoc iated var iables.

TyÞe å Behavior and Health Locus of control

The second hypothesis, that internally oriented MI pa-

tients would al"so exhibit the Type À coronary-prone behavior

patternr wâs not confirmed. There are several possible ex-

planations of why this hypothesis was not supported. The

first, explanation involves the same reasons invoked for Hy-

pothesis I. The heallh specific locus of control scale may
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not neasure health expectancies adequately or at aI1 for the

sample population employed to confirm the predicted rela-

tionship. Secondly, prior research (Nowack & Sassenrathf

1980t Ray & Bozek, 1980) had found a relationship between

I-E and Type À for college students. Ìt is plausible that

this relationship does not exist for older, MI patients.

However, the most convincing explanation for failure to

support lhe second hypothesis may be that in health related

situations Type À and I-E rneasure disLinct aspects of con-

trol. The rationale in prior research for a relationship

between Type À and I-E was that both internals and Type As

were similar in their perceptions of control expectancies

and in the manner in which they altempt to cope with varíous

Iife situations. The present study suggests that each vari-
able involves a different relationship with Iife style and

physiological change. Based on the results, it would seem

thât I-E orientation seens to measure the individual percep-

tion of rqhere the reinforcers in the world come from. The

Jenkins scale (Type A), on the other hand, seems to measure

how the individual struggles with those control perceptions.

Indeed, the factor analysis performed on the personality

variables suggests that this explanalion is warranted in

that the two scales seperate out as distinct entities. Fur-

thermore, this investigation found that both variables had

differential predictive relationships with other variables

such as depression, perceived problems, and âdjustment rat-
ings.
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Tvpe À and Repress ion-Sensit izat ion

A post-hoc analysis examined the relationship between

Type À behavior pattern and repression-sensitization. The

findings suggest that, while the overall meâsure of Type À

does not relate to R-S, there are correlations with severaL

of the factor scores of Type A suggesting that our repres-

sors tended to be less hard-driving and conpetitive but also

demonstrated greater speed and impatience than sensitizers.
Situational factors may be inportant in determíning perform-

ance of repression oriented patients. Although speculative,

the results would suggest that repressors may be less prone

to stress ín most situations except those in which speed and

impatience factors determine performance. In rehabilitation
programs, the repressor nay not be as hard driving and com-

petitive rì'ithin the program yet at the sane time these pa-

tients may be impatient with the degree of progress they are

making. Gi.ven these findings, it may be necessary for the

program to be designed in such a manner as to ensure that

repressors do not become impatient and frustrated with their
progress. C1early outlining a gradient of concrete small

achievements and províding support and encouragement for

these smaIl gains may prevent the repressor from becoming

impat ient with their progress.
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Personalitv Variables and Lífe Style variables

The third hypothesis examined the relationship between

the personälíty constructs and a number of Iife style vari-
ables. The predicted relationship between ínternality and

repression orientation and the psycho-social measures of po-

sitive life style change was confirmed in this study. The

predicted relationship between Iife style changes and Type A

behavior nas not supported; in fact, the relationship was in

a direction opposite to that predicted. Internalsf repres-

sers and Type B MI patients tended to perceive fewer life
style problems, seemed to be less depressed and rated them-

selves as being better adjusted than externals, sensitizers,

and Type A MI patients, These findings are consistent with

prior research exarnining the relationship between I-8, R-S

and measures of adjustment with introductory psychology stu-

dents (schi1)-, Adams & Bekker 1982; Molinari & Khanna, 1981)

the typically disabled (Rosenbaum & Raz, 1977) mental health

outpatients (Tenpone & Lamb, 1967; Costello, L982), and psy-

chiatric inpatients (Spring and Khanna, 1982). These stud-

ies consistently find that internals and/or repressors are

less depressed, better adjusted, and seem to perceíve fewer

problems ín vari.ous areas of their 1ives.

For some reasonf these who tended to be sensitizers, ex-

ternals, and Type A participants had spent at the time of

psychological testing more time in the program up to the

time of participation in the sludy. There was a correlata-
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tion between this measure of time in the program and person-

ality. Why the subjects ín our sample who had been in the

program for the longest time should be externals, serisitiz-
ers and Type As is unclear but is probably a chance finding.

One might expect, simply because these subjects had been

in the program Longer and thus had more stress tests, that

they would have indicated greater inprovements in life style

and health variables. Nevertheless, the data indicates the

opposile. While repressors, internals and Type Bs had been

in the program for a shorter time period at the time of

testing they had made greater gains in life style.
Our study does not aIlow us to speculate whelher the per-

sonality types profit differentially over time within the

program. Honever, other research has shown that internals

and repressors have demonstrated an abili!y to profit more

guickly and beneficially from various treatment programs.

Internals tend to lose more weight (chavey ç Michaels, 1980)

and profit rnore from therapeutic interventions (Kilmann a

Howell , 1974). Repressors also tend to deny the negative

aspects of situations and as such cope more effectively with

stress (Schi1l, Adams, Bekker, I9g2). this research sug-

gests, that in addition to having more positive outlets, in-
ternals, repressors and Type Bs may profit more quickly and

beneficially from programs such as the Reh-Fit than do theír
counterparts. Às welI, these personality types 

.may 
require

less time in the program. This area wiJ.l require further
invest igat ion for verification.
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Ànother speculative argument requiring f urt,her research

is dífferences between personalily types in their purpose

and motivation for attending the Reh-Fil Program. If, as

suggested by prior research, externals and sensitizers prof-

it less from treatment programs, it is possible thaÈ treat-
ment and rehabilitation prograns may serve an important so-

cial function. whether these individuals attend as an

escape from perceived outsíde problems I as a method for ef-

fecting some change to these problems, or due to f e¡{er so-

cial outlets remains unclear. Prior research (Kilman & Ho-

well, 1974; McEachern , 1978i Prince et a]., 1982) suggests

that internals and repressors, on the other hand, are moti-

vated for therâpeutic (as opposed to social) reasons, there-

fore profiting more quickly, and thus requiring the program

for less time. This speculation would be of interest for

further research.

Personality variable and Health (Phvsioloqical) chanqe

The final hypothesis examined the relationship between

the personali!y constructs and health (physiological)

change. The predicted positive relationship for internality
and repression orientation with the health variables was

confirmed. As with the previous hypothesis, Type A behavior

r'elated to the health variables in a direction opposite to

the prediction. Reh-Fit members who tend toward the inter-
nal, (believe in the importance of self-care), repressor and

Type B ends of these scaLes ran more miles per month, ran
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faster lap times, had better stress test scores as measured

by Protocal ratings, and had lor,¡er sum of skin folds meas-

ures than external, sensitizers and Type À members.

Several interpretaÈions are possible for the results ob-

tained. Even though the last slress test was enployed as

the physiological measurer it may be possible that repres-

sors, externals and Type Bs enter the program in better con-

dition than those individuals at the other end of lhe per-

sonality continuum. It is also plausible that repressors'

externals and Type Bs may make greater gains within the pro-

gram.

Àdditional Analysis I (Appendix G) proved enlighting ín

understanding the relationship between physioJ.ogical per-

formance and personality. A series of multiple eorrelations

demonstrated that the personality measures were significant-
Iy correlated with seconil stress test performance. These

relationships remained significant when the subjecl's per-

formance on the first stress testr â9êr and attendance were

covaried out and thus statistically controlled. These find-
ings suggest that, when the initial dífferences among per-

sonalily types on the fírst stress test are accounted for,
the relationship between personality and physiolgocial per-

formance on subsequenl stress tests stiIl exists.
Regardless of the interpretation, (i.e., initíal differ-

ences anð/or better performance by certain personalily

types) the results suggest that a significant relationship

exists betr,¡een personality and physiolgocial functioníng.
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It would seen to be inportant for rehabilitation programs to

consider these differences in order to rnaximize patient per-

formance. The design of rehabilitation prograrns taking into

âccount individual differences and needs nust begin with an

understanding of persoanlity differences in motivation, per-

ception and cognitive processes employed. Several specific
program changes are put forth within the implications and

future research sections.

Life Style and Health Chanqe

The performance for the internal and repression oriented

subjects supports other non-rehabilitation research. It
would seem that MIs who view rewards as determined by their
own actions and individuals who deny the emotional impact of

the MI occurance, may be more likely to engage in the neces-

sary behavíors to ensure positive health change. These same

individuals may also view their adjustment as positive and

perceive fewer problems in other areas of their lives.
These personality types also seem to achieve nore physiolog-

ically than individuals at the externa)., sensitizer and Type

A end of the scales.

A possible explanation for these results would seem to be

that internals, repressors and Type Bs possibly use the

Reh-Fit program for different purposes than do externals,

sensitizers and Type As. Those individuals at the more po-

sitive ends of the personality scales may enter the program
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to obtain the necessary information and skiIIs requÍred to

recover from their MI . In this respect I they seem to work

harder at maxinizing their recovery.

Externals, sensitízers and Type Às on the other hand, may

enter the program for social reasons or for escape from out-

side problems. Prior research wouLd seem to suggest that

they either do not obtain the necessary infornation or

ski1ls, or at least do not ernploy this data successfully.

Às a result the data suggests that they achieve less than

their personal ity counlerparts.

One final issue should be addressed. The ínvestigation

had predicted a positive relationship betÌreen Type À behav-

ior and life style and health changes. Consistent negative

relationships were obtaíned. The hypothesized relationship
was based on the assumption that Type À behavíor and inter-
nal locus of control were highly related variables (Nowack &

Sassenrath, 1980). Since research had suggested that inter-
nals demonstrate a more positive recovery to an MI (McEa-

chen, 1977; Courtney, I97B), a simil,ar hypothesis was as-

sumed for Type A behavior.

This investigation did not find the expected relationship

between Type À and I-E. The results obtaíned for Type À be-

havior may be partially explained by the method employed lo

rneasure the construct. The original- Type A behaviour pat-

tern nas deternined by the use of a structured interview
(Rosenman, 1978). The Jenkins Activity Survey (Jenkins, Ro-
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senman & Zyzanski ,!974) employed in the present study was

designed in order to by pass the need for subject interview-

ing. Although both measures of Type A behaviour appear to

be re1iable, it has been argued that in fact the two Type A

measures demonstrate only marginal overlap (Matthews, L982¡

Suinn, 1982). rt would seen that the two methods of Type A

assessment measure different behavioural characteristics and

as such share littIe com¡non variance. Characteristically,
the structured interview measures general reactivity to psy-

choi.ogical events that are frustrating, difficult and moder-

ately competitive. This reactivity takes the form of rapid,

Ioud and expJ.osive speech as well as various physiologicaJ.

signs of sympathetic arousal. Type A as measured by the

Jenkins Àctivity Survey can be characterized by vigorous

achievement orientation as weIl as aggressiveness and com-

petitiveness.

Given these differences, it is plausible that JÀS does

not measure all the necessâry dimensions and as such the

predicted relationships were not found. Since research

(Matthews, !982) suggests that the interview method more

c).osely identifies the Type A dinensions, it rnay prove more

powerfuL in understanding the performance and Iife style
change of the Type À personality.

Impl ications of the Investiqation.
The study has confirmed that the different personality

constructs (I-E, R-S, Type A) measure unique personality di-
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mensions (Spring & Kanna, 19E2). These constructs also ap-

pear useful in beginning to understand their relationship to

Iife styJ.e and health change for Reh-Fit MI patients' even

when controlJ.ing for age, attendance and physiological en-

tery differences ¡,¡as difficult to achieve.

The Reh-Fit program seems to have been a profitable expe-

rience for internal, repressor and Type B oriented patients.

The present method of ínfornation presentation and exercise

program delivery should be explored as possible explanations

for differential performance between personality types. The

resulls suggest that external, sensitizer and Type A orient-
ed patients while being in the program longer seem to have

profited fess from the program both from life style and

health change perspectives. Whether these individuals en-

ployed the Reh-Fít program for social purposes, as opposed

to using the program for health gains, entered the program

in poorer physical condition due to health slatus or the

program more closely met the needs of their personality

counterparts is unclear. Future exploration will be re-

quired to deternine the answer.

More consisely, the results suggest that dífferent per-

sonality types may differentially profit from the Reh-Fi!

program. Different approaches in program design and deliv-

ery might be established if positive health outcomes are to

be achieved, in particular by the externals, sensitizers,

and Type As. Furthermore, the utility of the personalily
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measures as diagnostic tools would be the next logical step

to be explored ín order to individualize the program.

Since'the externals, sensitizers, and Type As in this
study nay have profited least from the program¡ initial in-

tervention approaches might be explored with these groups.

Further research might examine the hypothesis that indi-
viduaJ.s might profit best from Lreâtment situations which

are congruent with their locus of control belief. General-

Iy, if given an opportunity, internals report tha! lhey pre-

fer more client control than do externals. Externals, on

the other hand, appear more influenced by structured ap-

proaches. It would seem that the present Reh-Fit program

benefits the internals in that they percíeve freedom \n'ithin

the requirements of the program. Externals may not have

done as rvell due to insufficient structure and control of

their behavior. Future research must first examine and re-

fine the health specific locus of control sca1e. The impor-

tance of congruency between treatment approach and locus of

control was established for the Rotter (1966) scale. Thus,

the relationship exists between general outcome expectanc ies

and treatment approach. whether this relationship holds

true for health expectancies can only be determined enploy-

ing a scale which clearly measures these specific outcomes.

The information presentation mode may have also bèen a

fâctor in differentiatíng I-E performance. Research (Àuer-

bach, Kenda]I Cutler & Levitt, I976) has demonstrated that
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internals, when given specific information about upcoming

tasks, experience less anxiety than externals. Externals,

on the other hand, experience less anxiety than internals

when general informatíon is given. The information presenta-

tion may need to be differentiated for Reh-Fit members,

based on thi s research.

Several recent reviews have outlined intervention ap-

proaches for the Type A personality (Deszca & Burke, l-981;

Suinn, 1982). One specific finding within these reviews is

the fact that Type As may profit from a group approach to

rehabilitation. The group would supply the needed social

suppor! as well as a reference point and standard of per-

formance. Such an approach rnay help the Type A individual

achieve the necessary health goa1s, coping skills and at the

same time rneet social motives which has maintained the Type

À in the program. The group process also would have the po-

tential of reducing loneliness and motivate the Type A pa-

tient not to a1low others to benefit more from treatment by

achieving the established standards (noskíes, l-980).

cognitive Therapy (Jenni and wallersheim, 1979), and be-

havior modification (Suinn, 1975) techniques have also been

employed on an individual basis with varying degrees of suc-

cess with Type À MI palients. The results suggest that cog-

nitive approaches âre more beneficial than the behavioral

techniques (Jenni. & I.tallersheim, J.9?9).
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Since controlability of the environmental situation is

extremely important to the Type A patient (Glass, 1977), the

Reh-Fit program must clearly outline methods of ensuring

personal control. Krantz (1980), in a review of the cogni-

tive process Iiteralure for heart attack suggests that the

perception of predictâbility and controllability are impor-

tanL factors in MI outcome studies. Several studies (Àve-

ri11, 1973i CromweIl, Butterfield, Brayfield & Curry, 1977i

SchuÌz & Hanusa, 1978) suggest thal this cân best be accom-

plished by increasing the choices of the patients within the

program.

Future Resea rch

Future research rnight take severaL lines.
The present correlational and exploratory study was a

fírst step in exanining the complex relationship between

personality and recovery for MI patients. A longitudinal
study would seem to be the logical next step in an âttempt

to more clearly understand the relationships explored in
this dissertation. Severâl assessment issues rnust be ad-

dressed as initial steps within the longitudinal study.

First, the psychometric properties of the health locus of

controL scale should be examined in greater detaÍI. Such an

investigation would ensure that the relationship between

health expectancies and other reLated variables were maxim-

ized and more clearly understood with particular reference
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to the relationship betvreen population characteristics and

health expectanc ies.

Second1y, the diagnostic utility of the three personality

measures employed in this investigation should be pursued,

as they pertain to a rehabilitation sett.ing. Àn investiga-

tion of this na!ure might allow for greater individualiza-

tion of the rehabilitation program.

with the above suggestions completed, a Iongitudína1

study might be undertaken. The study might begin by col-

lecting the personality, Iife style and general information

data for beginning members at the !ine of their initial
stress test. This data also should be collected at the time

of subsequent stress test assessments. Data should be col-

lected until such time as approximately 100 subjects had

cornpleted their second annual stress test. This method

would ensure comparability of results as well as âccount for

initial differences in performance, health status, and at-
tendance. In this design, aI1 subjects would have spent an

equal number of months in the program.

A multivariate analysis of covariance employing repeated

measures in which subjects were blocked according to lhe

personality dimensions, would enable the researcher to de-

termine more clearly the relationship bettreen the various

personality groups and changes over time in physiological

performance and lifestyle faclors. Àge, attendance and

health stâtus differences would also be examined and con-

trolled for in this design.
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Finally, with significant longitudinal finding research

might begin to examine the efficacy of various ínterven-

tions, information dispersal mechanisms and exercise pro-

grams in addressíng the specific health and Iife style needs

of various personality types withín the program. If differ-
enL personality groups differentially profit from the pro-

gram, program staff in being av¡are of the individuals per-

sonality nake-up could design a program specific to the

needs of each patient. Several intervention techniques have

been discussed and should be explored as the final step to-
ward individualized programming.
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FOOTNOTE

1. Participants selected for the study vrere Reh-Fit mem-

bers who had entered the program some time betvreen January,

1980 and December, !982. this time criteria was chosen in

thal it ensured a sufficiently large enough sample which met

the other crit,eria yet at the same time kept the time span

reasonabLy sma 11 .

The dâta colLected employing the above time span present-

ed a major difficulty. Each participant entered the program

at different times and thus participants in the study had

dìfferential lengths of membership in the Reh-Fit program.

This meant that some subjects at the time of participation
in the study, had completed only their 4 month stress test
evaluation where as others had completed respectively their
first, second or third annual, stress test. FinaIly, some

participants had entered the program and had dropped out of

the program at the time of psychologicaL testing.
Àlthough aIl subjects had completed a 4 month stress

test, it was felt that this was an insufficient amount of

time to allovr for physiological and life-styIe changes to

occur. On the other hand, to examine only subjects who had

completed their first annual stress test meant that sorne

subjects ¡vouÌd be dropped from the study analysis. The re-
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duced sample significantly effected the power of the statis-
tical analysis.

In order to ensure that data from all participants !{ere

included in the study, the researcher selected the last
stress test performed by the participant as the data to be

analyzed. The Last stress test represents the furtherest

each participant had gone in the program at the time of psy-

chological testing regardless of entry data or present mem-

bership status. It was felt that these created variables
(Iast stress test) would allow for an examination of the re-

lationship between the personality variabfes and the sub-

jects last possible stress test performance data. Secondary

and additional analysis were enployed in an effort to con-

trol for varying entery data and subsequent differences in

length of time within the program.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL REÄCTIONS TO CONORNÀRY HEART
DISEASE: ÀNXIETY, DEPRESSION ANÐ ÐENIÀL

Studies examining various psychological reactions of CHD

patients in the post-hospital period provide evidence of

considerable anxiety and depression which persists months

and some!imes years after the onset of the trauma (Idelson,

L974a; 7974b). However, the research remains unclear in

isolatíng specific psychological reactions related to long-

term maladjustment. OnIy the reactions of depression and

denial as defense mechanisms have been addressed, but

whether they are seen as facilitating or deterring recovery

is unclear (Croog et aI., L97!; Hackett & Cassem, 1974).

Dovennuehle and Vorvroerdt (1962; 1963) found that approx-

imately síxty- four percent of cardiac patients exarnined

were affected by moderate depressive sympt.oms. They specu-

lâted that the high percentage of depressive reactions that

are associated with infarctions was due to the unpleâsant

bodily sensations, not controllable by the individual.
Based on this postulation, ít was fel! that the more severe

the cardiac illness, the greater the depressive symptoms.

However, the research indicated that severe and mild cardiac

illness produced equally severe depressive synptoms at the

time of first occurrence or myocardial infarction, but mild

cardíac illness was not apt to be accompanied by severe de-
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pressive symptorns if the condition persísted ¡nore than lhree

years. This suggests that, once lhe acute danger had

passed, Lhe mild cardiac infarction patíent could more

quickly realize lhe nature of disease within the framework

of the available behavioural aLternatives, manífest greater

control over the environment, and control the depressive

symptoms.

Verification of this hypothesis has been obtained in a

study exanining the relationshíp between heart patients re-

sponses on a General Health Questionnaire (euO) prior to

discharge and subsequent rehospitalization,/death rates
(Prince, Fraser-Smith, and RoIícz-I.roloszyk, J-982). A curvi-

linear relationship was found indicating that low and high

scorers on GHQ experienced fewer rehospilaJ-izations and had

a lower death rate than midscorers. It reas suggested that

denial and compliance accounted for the good outcomes of the

Iow and high scorers respectívely. Medium scores not poss-

essing the behavioral and situational alternatives of denial

and compliance experienced greater subsequent depression,

and other psychological symptoms resulting in rehospitaliza-

tion and possible death.

Research wíth other disabiliLy groups (Nagler, L950;

Cohn, 1961; MueIler, 1962; Dunn, 1970) have delineâted some

initial reactions and progressive stages through which an

individual experiencing traumatic injury must go in order to

effect a psychological recovery (see Appendix B). À common
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thread which seems to run through this early research and

research on CHD is the perception that denial and depression

play sorne role in the adjustment process. The majority of

rehabilitation researchers examining depression and denial

have tended to perceive the role of these constructs as mu-

tually exclusive. Some researchers have suggested lhat de-

pression is necessary in order to recover psychologically

from a trauma and that denial obstructs this recovery pro-

cess. For example, Croog et aI., (1971) and Su1livan and

Hackett (1963) have argued thât among heart pa!ients denial

nay lead to serious disregard of significant symptons, af-
fecting both the seeking of medical care and the level of

cooperation in the subsequent therapeutic regimen. They

concluded that r,¡hile deniaL may serve as a general means of

dealing with various contingencies of life, it can also

serve to exacerbate health problems.

However, Hiatt (1979) found that MI patients who ex-

pressed t,he greatest degree of denial during interviews also

demonstrated the lowest levels of anxiety. Hiatt concluded

thât for hospitalized CHD patients the encouragemenl of mod-

erate levels of denial may have a positive, preserving func-

tion.
This conclusion has also been substantiated for post-

discharge patients. In one previously reviewed study

(Prince et aI. , Ig82) denyíng pâtients paradoxically showed

superior rehabilitalion potential in spite of a related lack
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of compliance behaviour. The study further demonstrated

that deniers had fewer reoccurances of infarction. ÐeniaI,

thusf may serve as a protectíve mechanism against further

episodes of MI . Two additional studies (Stern, Pascale and

McLoone, 1976i Stern, Pasca] & Ackerman, ]-977 ) suggested

thal deniers ¡,¡ho did not demonstrate any tension from the

moment of symptom onset had higher than average rates of re-

turn to work and sexual functioning. This seemed to occur

with littIe evidence of anxiety or depression. Depressives

seemed to have the opposite outcome. However, Stern and

Pascale (1979) discovered that the spouses of deniers expe-

rienced greater stress with resulting family disequilibrium

than spouses of depress ives.

One final study (McEachen, 1977) attempted to conpare

successful and unsuccessful rehabilitation groups of MI pa-

tients. Characteristically, successful rehabilitation
seemed to be associated with significantly l"ess anxiety as

compared to the unsuccessful rehabilitation group.

tn summary, studies, which have examined the use of deni-

aI and depression by CHD patients as well as the extensive

review exanining these factors wíth other disability groups

(Appendix B), seem to suggest that denial and depression nay

operate differently depending upon the type and extent of

the disability. Research examining the role of denial and

depression in the adjustment to physical trauma and subse-

quent disability should therefore investigate each type of

dí sorder independent ly.
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The particular definítion given to the constructs of

denial and depression also seerns to play a role in determin-

ing whether these reactions to a given disabiJ.ity are as-

sessed as aiding or hindering the adjustment process. As

such, definitions of denial and depression also should be

operalionalized as clearly and precisely as possible. Fi-
nal1y, these series of sludies also suggest that denial and

depression may be assessed as constructive or destructive to

the adjustment process depending upon the point in time at

which these constructs were measured. Therefore, future re-

search must either control for or examine more closely the

roLe of time since trauma onset when examining psychological

factors in adjustment to physical trauma.

The development of social psychological theory about the

physical.Iy disabled may also provide some ansv¡ers as to why

the research to date has produced conlradictory results in
ascertaining the roLe of denial and depression in the ad-

justment process, In general, research suggests that the

non-disabled perceive the handicapped as being depressed,

sorrowful and as feeling isolated, alienated and rejected by

society (Barker, 1953t Wright, 1960; Dembo, J.965; Titley,
1966). In spite of superficially favorable public atti-
tudes, the basic, often unconscious, attitudes of most phys-

ically normal people may be hostile or subordinating towards

the physicall.y disabled person. These authors also suggest-

ed that this is a sociaL ostracism of the sort experienced
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by racíal and religious underprivileged minorities (Barker

and viright, 1955; 1956; 1960).

Taylor (1967), in a study examining the ability of pro-

fessionals and non-professionals to estimate typical spinal

cord patienlsr Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

(M.M.P.I.) profiles, provided behavioral verification of

the social psychoLogical theory. In this study, Taylor

(1967) had a professional group and a non- professional

group of subjects fill out the M.M.P.I. as though they were

patients who had just experienced spinal cord injury. He

discovered that, in comparison to an actual spinal cord in-
jury group, bolh professionals and non-professionals had a

tendency to perceive the spinal cord injured group âs expe-

riencing significantly more depression, anxiety and isola-

tion than was indicated by the actual spÍnal cord injured
group. Thus, the social psychological data would seem to

suggest that physically normal persons perceive depression,

anxiety and isolation as the major difficulties experienced

by physically di sabled persons.

This research attests to the need for stringenL opera-

lionalization of such definitions as adjustment, depression

and denial. stringent operationalization wí11 minimize the

artifact of possible,projection of âttitudes which may be

confusíng research within the area of rehabilitation. Thus,

a criticísm of the research revie¡qed to this point ís that

the majority of the studies did not employ standardized test

data or adequately operationalized terms.
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THE IMPACT OF CHD ON PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING¡ MMPI STUDIES

Research on adjustment to physical disability has been

studied from a second major approach quite different f ro¡n

postulating universal stages involved in adjustment. This

research approach has attempted to examine the impact of

various types of physical illness and disabilities on psy-

chological functioning, employing the MMPI as a measure of

the distress exper i enced.

Several studies (Hahn and Leisner, I970 i Hellerstein and

Friedman, 1970ì Bruhn et al., 1971-; Rodda e! al., 1971i Kav-

anagh & Shephard, l-975) found that CHD patient samples devi-

ated from published norns or tested controls. Typically,
the differences obtained were on the neurotic triad. Two of

these studies (Bruhn et al., I97l-; Rodda et aI., 1971) also

reported that patients L'ere abnormally higher than controLs

on the M.M.P.I. anxíety scale. Rodda (1971) aLso found that

some abnormally anxious patients remained so for as long as

five years after discharge. Unfortunately, most of the

studies employed the M.M.P.l. with CHD patients at widely

different and unspecified times. As a result, psychologíca1

irnpac t, of physical trauma as a function of time has not been

addres sed .

The M.M.P.I. has also been employed !o assess the psycho-

logical impact of illness and disability with other disabil-
tiy groups (See Appendix B). TypicalIy, these studies sug-

gest that disabilíty groups tend to differ from control
groups and established norms on the neurotic triad.
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The roles of denial,. depression and other reactions to

disability become more complicated when an examination of

moderator or artifact effects on the psychological tests em-

ployed with the physically dísabled is considered. TayJ.or

(1970) demonstrated that the M.M.P.I. was significantly con-

founded by somatic characteristics of the physically disa-

bled subjects. In particular, using a spinal cord injury
group, he was able to demonstrate that nany M.M.P.I. items

are realistic physical descriptors rather than psychological

descriptors. The study further demonstrated that when the

M.M.P.I. was corrected for the physical health moderator

variable, a comparison of scales 1, 2 and 3 for a spinal

cord injury group and non- injured male group similar in
age, marital and socio-economic status produced similar pro-

files.
The effects that changes in physical status have on the

M.M.P.I. were also considered vrhen it vras being constructed
(McKinlay and Hathaway, 1956) and have been re-examined

since (Taylor, 1970i Butcher and TeIl"enger, 1966i Fisher,

1964). Ho¡eever, the majority of the research using the

M.M.P.I. Èo delineate reactions to coronary disease and oth-

er physicaL disabilities examined so far in this Iiterature
review have failed to take these findings into account (Kav-

anagh & Shephard, l-1975; Rodda et aI.,1971; Bruhn et aI.,
l97I¡ Appendix B). Thus, many of the studies delineating

somatic reactions such as depression, denial, anxiety and
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dependency may have been results due to artifact alone. It
seems apparent that research employing the M.M.P.I. for the

physicalty disabled shouLd take into consideration the cor-

rective techniques suggested by Taytor (1970).

ANTECEDENT ÀND ÐEMOGRAPHIC VÀRIABLES

Researchers have aLso investigated the influence of a va-

riety of antecedent and demographic variables on the psycho-

logical recovery of different disabilities. Several studies

examining antecedent varíables with CHD patients (Croog and

Levine, !973¡ Hrubee and zukel , l-97!; Shapiro et al., 1970)

suggest that a more favorable prognosis is associated with

higher education leveL but not with higher occupational lev-

eIs, Furthermore, lhese studies found that married men had

a ¡nore favorable recovery than single, divorced, separated

or widowed men.

A number of research studies (Mi11er, 1965i CleveIand and

Johnson, 1962; Morris, 1953) have noted thât different
etiological variabLes may be evident r¡ith cHD patients at

different ages. ln one study (MiIler, 1965), which exarnined

personality variables in CHD as a function of age, evidence

was obtained that differences between CFID and control sub-

jects were due mostly to differences in the younger group of

MI subjêcts. Therefore, unless the research design somehow

controls for the age or time varíable, studies which group

older and younger persons together run the risk of attenuat-
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ing or even obscuring possible differences in personality

configurations.

Several studies (Nickerson, I97l; Rothschild, 1963) em-

ploying spinal cord injured subjects also suggest that age

of onset, educational level and marital status were impor-

tant antecedent and demographíc variables in the rehabilita-
tion process. However, other studies (Leshner, l-970¡ Lit-
man, L964) did not find significant correlates between

adjustment and these antecedent variables.

Research with CHD patienls also has focused on determin-

ing psychological and sociaL risks in the onset of coronary

disease (Jenkins, l-976a¡ 1976b). Jenkins in hís extensive

literature review, concludes that demographic indicators are

not consistent predictors of coronary risk. Evidence has

accumulated in recenl years demonstrating that as opposed to

demographic variabLes, a specific "coronary prone behavior

pattern" called the "Type À" is implicated in the etiology

of coronary heart disease (Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Jen-

kins, & Messinger, 1966¡ Krantz, G1ass and Snyder, L974¡

GIass, Snyder and Hallis, I974\. This behavior pattern has

been characterized by an intense hard driving competitive-

ness acconpanied by a chronic sense of time urgency. Posí-

tive correl-ations have been found consistently between the

degree to which Type A behavior style is manifested and the

IikeIíhood of coronary heart disease (Friedman and Rosenrnan,

1974; Friedman, 1969 ) .
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The coronary prone behavior pattern has not been linked

with the adjustment process. It is possible that the Type À

personality may be associated with different coping mecha-

nisms and adjustmenÈ outcomes than the Type B personality.

This speculation will be dealt with in detail in a later
section of the literature review.

In general, research related to antecedent and demograph-

ic variables see¡ns to suggest that maritaf status, educa-

tional Level and age of onset play some unclear role in the

adjustment process. Again the significance of these vari-
abLes seems to depend on the type of physical trauma sludied

as well as the age of onset of the trauma. It will be im-

perative for future research on adjustment to either study

specifically thís time variable or to control for its uncer-

!ain ínfluences on the adjustment process.

SYNOPSÌS OF RESEÀRCH FTNDTNGS

The literature review, to this point, has examined the

sometimes conflicting and confusing results concerning vari-
ables associated with adjustment. This research seems to

suggest several general conclusions about psychoLogical re-

actíon to traumatic injury and physical trauma.

Several studies concluded that debilitating handicaps

produce an increase in neurotic tendencies which are er(-

pressed through definite stages of adjustnent (Dunn, !970i

Cohn 1961; Mueller, 1962). Other studies (Neniah, 1957; Si-
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mon, i.971i Ðavis et al., 1971) suggest that denial obstructs

the process of adjustment and that in order for the patient

to nove towards greater adjustment he or she must experi-

ence, and occasionally be forced into, depression.

Conflicting finilings (uiatt, !979¡ Maì"mquist, 1973a; Hag-

berg and Malmquist, I974; Nickerson, 10971; Hopkins, L071;

Hohmânn , 1966) suggest the conclusion that patients, who ex-

hibit the least emotional Lype of response, or greater deni-

aI of the emotional impact of the disability, demonstrate

the greater adjustment to their handicap. In particular,
this contradictory group of studies suggests that depressive

reactions Iead to the greatest difficulty in adjustment.

Thus, the research leâves us unclear as to the role of

denial and depression in the process of adjustment. One can

only speculate as to whether denial and depression operate

orthogonally, on a continuum âs polarities or play no sig-
nificant consistent role in the adjustment process (Rosillo

and FogeI, L970 ) .

The majority of research examined in the area of physical

ilisabilities wouLd seem to suggest that denial and depres-

sion are mutually exclusive. In ot,her vrords, studies which

support the constructive effects of one towards a good ad-

justment sugges! the other as obstructing adjustment. More

specifically, coronary heart studies defining denial as an

ego defense mechanism or as denial of the physical trauna

itself conclude that denial is destructive to adjustment
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(Courtney, 1978; Sullivan and Hackett, f963; Croog et aI.,
1971). Coronary heart research defining denial as denial of

a certain degree of the emo!ional impact of the trâuma gen-

erally suggest a constructive role for the construct of de-

níaI (Prince e! aL, 1982; Hiatt, 1979; McEachen' 1978; Gen-

try et a!., I972i Cassem and Hackett, l97L). This pattern

also seems to hold true with other disability groups as well

(Hopkin ,. ]-97I; Davis et aI., 1971; Simon, 1971.).

REPRESST ON-SENSI Ti ZATION AND ADJUSTMENT

The psychologíca1 construct of repression-sensitization
(ayrne, 1961 ¡ !964) appears as a logical method of examining

the interrelation between denial and depression as well as

providing a method of measuring denial when defined as deni-

aI of the emotional impact of the coronary trauma. The re-

pression-sensitization (R-s) dimension has been conceptual-

ized by Byrne as the characteris!ic mode of response of

persons to threatening stimuli. He suggested that individu-

als at the sensitizing extreme utilize defenses such as in-

tellectualization, obsessional behaviors and depression.

Based on the results of several studies (Byrne, Barry and

Nelson, 1963; Hallenbach and Lunstedt, 1966; Dinardo, 1972;

SchilI, Adams, & Bekker, 1982 ) it appears that sensitizers

would be expected to react to coronary heart disease with

significantly nore depression than repressors. Consequently

coronary heart patients who are repressors would aLso demon-
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strate signifícantly less anxiety than sensitizers due to

their use of deniaL.

Byrne (1961) saw the repression-bensitiz,ation dimension

as neasuring characteristic modes of response to threatening

stimuli. In particular, he defined repression as an emo-

tional response style involving selec!ive inattention to the

emotional impact of the trauma as opposed to defining re-

pression as an analytíc ego defense process. In this re-

spect, Byrne's (1961) description of the repressor suggested

that such an individual does not respond to the inpact of

trauma with depression but this does not rnean that he or she

is denying the significance of its physical effects. In-
stead, it is possible that this emotional response style
dictales a selective inattention to the sensitizing features

of the situation. This definition coincides very closely
with studies suggesting a constructive role for denial when

that denial is related to the emo!ional impact of lhe injury
or trauma as opposed to denial of the trauma itself.

Byrne's (1961) original research postulated an inverted

U-shaped relationship between the R-S dimension and measures

of psychological adjustment. Thus, individuals scoring at

the extreme ends of the R-S scaLe could be equally malad-

justed but utilizing different defense mechanisms while

those scoring in the middle of the scale would be adjusted.

However, several studies have reported findings which indi-
cate a linear as opposed to a curvilinear relationship with
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repressors demonstrating a better adjustnent than sensitiz-
ers (Byrne, Barry and Nelson, 1963; Byrne, Golightly anil

Sheffield, 1965; Tempone and Lamb, 1967 ¡ Foulds and ware-

hirne, l-971). These researchers consistently found that

there was a greater discrepancy among sensitizers than be-

lween perceived self and ideal self repressors. Further-

more, Lhis research suggested that on most self-rating per-

sonality tests individuals classified as sensitizers employ

significanLly more negative descriptors than do repressors.

Several of these studies (Tempone and Lamb, 1967; Foulds

and Warehime, 1971) attempled to control for the possibiJ.ity

that repressors may score higher than sensitizers on paper

and pencii. measures of adjustment solely because they tend

to deny their problems ¡çhile sensitizers tend to overempha-

size their failings. These studies also took into account

the fact that repressors tend to nake more socially desira-

ble responses. In controlling for the artifactual effects

of characteristic response styles for repressors and sensi-

tizers, these researchers stilI obtained a relationship be-

tr,reen R-S and psychological adjustrnent which was linear
rather than curvilinear. Thus, the conclusions arrived at

through lhe use of paper and pencil tests wouLd seem to sug-

ges! thal repressors demonstrate less pathological profiles,
better self-concepts, less anxiety and less depression than

sensilizers.
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These conclusions have had more direct verification
through examination of repressors and sensitizers in real

Iife situations. Several studies have demonstrated thal re-

pressors are found less frequently than sensitizers in psy-

chiatric populations and in mental health populations (red-

er , !967; Tempone and Lamb, 1967 ¡ Ullman, 19621 . Other

studies have demonstrâted that repressors have a higher pain

threshold and are much more consistent in their estinates of

the intensity of shock than sensitizers (Merbaum and Badia,

1967; Barton and Buckhou!, 1967). Finally, research sug-

gests that reprèssors seek medical aid less frequently than

sensitizers (Byrne, Steinbeck and Schwartz, 1968) and that

repressors tend to obtain physical diagnoses only whereas

sensitizers tend to receive a physical diagnosis which also

includes a psychological component (Schwartz, Krupp and

Byrne , J,967 ) .

Repressors appeâr to demonstrate a better adjustment in

both testing and real Iife situations. They encounter psy-

chiatric problems less f requentJ.y and also have demonstrated

less difficutty judging and handling pain. These charâcter-

istics would suggest that repressors would demonstrate a

better adjustment to, and subsequent positive life style

changes following, physical trauma than would sensitizers.
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INTERNAL-EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL ÀND ÀDJUSTMENT

Ànother aspect of rehabilitation closely related to de-

pression and deníaI is the individual's motivation to

change. Simon (1971) suggested that prolonged periods of

depression or denial may obstruct the commitment of the pa-

tient to the rehabilitation process. More specifically, due

to feelings of powerlessness or helplessness (depression) or

due to denial of the disability itself, patients would dem-

onstrate a lack of effort or ¡notivation. The psychology of

interpersonal relations (Heider, 1958) may provide some in-

sight into this proposed relationshíp between motivation and

feelings of powerlessness and helplessness. This Èhoery

suggests a contingency relationship between "car¡" and "try".
This ¡notivational theory states that a person does not "try"
if he does not believe he "can". Similar conclusions (Yuk-

er, 1965) were found in the rehabilitation field which sug-

gested that disabled persons who accept themselves and their
disabilities tend to be highly motivated and hard workers,

regardless of the extent of the physicaL disability.
Integrating these three separate areas of research one

can speculate that if the disabled individual does not deny

the disability itself and also believes that he "can" do

something vrith his life despite his disability, then he will

"try". In other words, an individual ¡,¡ho is motivated to

change in some circumstances will only try to effect that

change because he perceives a possibility or expectancy of

success.
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One personality vâriable which appears to be especially

relevant to this issue is Rotter's InternâI-ExternaI Locus

of Control Dinension. Based on Rotter's social learning

theory (Rotler, 1954, 1966), the rnternal-External Dimension

(i-n) deals with the attitudes of the indivídual about where

reinforcement cones from within the worId. More specifical-
Iy, individuals scoring at the internal end of the scale see

reinforcement coming from within themselves and therefore

have an attitude of some personal control over Iife situ-
ations. In other words, they believe that they "can" effect
positive change in their lives. Indíviduals scoring at the

external end of the scale perceive reinforcement as external

and beyong their control , and thus they are controfled by

Iuck, chance, fate or powerful others. These individuals do

not believe that they "can" effect change within their
lives.

Rotter further postulated that the Iocus of control con-

struct operates across a large number of situations related

to whether or not the particular individual perceives the

possibility or the lack of possibility of po¡{er over circum-

stances. ln this respect, this variable rnay prove importan!

in understanding Èhe motivational factors in the adjustment

to physical disabilities and trauma.

Several studies usíng the I-E scafe have some definite

ímplícations in the understanding of behavioral change sub-

seguent to physical trâuma. It has been demonstrated (See-
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man and Evans¡ J,962) that internally oriented tuberculosis

patients possessed a greâter wealth of information and con-

cern about lhe type of informatíon and treatment they were

obtaining. Furthermore, a similar study (Seeman, 1963) em-

ploying a group of reformalory inmates, also found that in-
mates who scored on the internal end of the I-E scafe were

much nore informed about the parole system and demonstrated

greater ínformatíon retention. Similar findings have been

reported for diabetics (Lor¡ery and Ducette, !976). These

studies suggested that internals as opposed to externals

were more alert to those aspects of the environment v¡hich

provide useful infornation for further behavior.

Additional research (Gore and Rotter, L963; Strickland,

1965; Phares, !965, !967 ) has demonstrated that internally
oriented individuals were more Iike1y to take steps to apply

this useful infornation to improve their environmental con-

ditions. For example, Davis and Phares (1967) required sub-

jects to attempt to influence another person's âttitudes to-
wards the war in Viet Nam. The subjects were led to believe

that there was a file of data available on each of the pro-

spective influences. Results of this research demonstrated

that ínternals made more active attempts to obtain informa-

tion refevant to influencing another's attitudes lhan exter-

nals.

Recent research focusing on health rel-ated information-

seeking also seems to suggest that internally oriented indi-
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viduals would more likely obtain and retain information

whích they could use in naking an adjustment to their par-

ticular disability. Two studies, (wallston, Maides and

I^ia11ston, 1976; I{aIIston, WâIIston, KapIan & Mâides, I976)

demonstrated thãt internals who value their health were more

likely than others to collect ínformation about disease and

heaLth maintenance shen alerted to possíble hazzards such as

hypertension. Fina1ly, an exploratory study (Courtney,

1978) demonstrated that CFID patients rvho held internal as

opposed to external expectancies possessed greater knowledge

regarding their myocardial infarction.
other research has demonstrated consistent differences

between internals and externals in terms of their atternpbs

to make behavioral changes. This research has shown that

internals vrere more successful in a weight reduction program

(ealch and Ross, 1975) particularly when lhe program focused

on the irnportance of personâL conlrol (Chanbliss, !979).

Similar results were obtained in a weight reductíon program

employing the health Locus of control scale (Chavez & Mi-

chaels, 1980). Internals as opposed to externals were bet-

ter able to use biofeedback training to increase their alpha

rhythm activity (GoesIing, May, Lavond, Barnes, and Carrei-

ra, I974i Johnson and Meyer, 1974). Numerous studies sug-

gest that individuals who were non-smokers or individuals

who were able to stop snoking were more internally oriented

than individuals vho smoked (Mlott and Mlott, 1975¡ }liI-
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Iiams, 1973; Coân, 1973). These studies would seem Èo sug-

gest that individuals participating in a rehabilitation pro-

,gram who hold internal as opposed to external expectancies

would assume greater responsibility for their health. Con-

sequently, internally oriented individuals would demonstraLe

a greater motivation and benefit more from their participa-

tion particularly when the program emphasized the need for

their involvement.

Further examination of the I-E scale suggests that inter-
nally oriented individuals demonstrate better psychological

adjustment than externally oriented individuals on aIl meas-

ures of paper and pencil personality tests (Hersch and

Scheibe, !967). Research employing the California Psycho-

Iogical Inventory and the Adjective Check List (Hersch and

Scheibe, 1967; Ðuke and Nowicki ,, !973) indicated thaL in-
ternals described themselves as assertive, achieving, power-

fu1 , independent, effective and industrious. Int,ernals also

scored higher on dominance, tolerance, good impression, so-

ciability, and intellectual efficiency. Furthermore, inter-
naLs are signifiantly more tikely to report themselves as

content with their life situations than externals (Naditch,

Gargan and Michael , 1975; Palmore and Luikart, 1972). Two

studies have demonstrated that life satisfacÈion and adjust-

ment of in!ernaIly oriented retirees was greater than thât

reported by externally orienled retirees (neid, Haas, & t{aw-

kins, 1977¡ O'Brien, 1981). This relationship was also
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maintained rdhen age and self-reported health was controlled
( o' Br ien, 1981).

The complex interrelationships between denial, depression

and anxiety also have been explored in the context of social

learning theory. The majority of the research suggests a

relationship between depression and externality (t"tolínari

and Khanna, i.981; Moyal, 1977; Prociukf Breen and Lussier,

1976; Naditch, cargan & Michael , !975¡ Abramowitz, i-969). À

significant relationship between externality and depression

has been demonstrated employing a psychiatric impatient pop-

ulation (Ðistefanor Pryer & smith, 1971t Archer, 1980) and

psychiatric outpat ienls (Costello, 1982).

At first glance, this finding seerns puzzling. One night

1ogical1y hypothesize lhat individuals who believe that they

are responsible for their behavior would J-ike1y become de-

pressed when faced with traumas and crises beyond their con-

t.rol . Conversely, individuals who attribute traumâtíc

events to fate or chance would likely not become depressed

in that they do not believe they are responsible for their
behaviors. Yet the research findings clearly indicated the

opposite relationship betneen depression and locus of con-

trol.
The relationship between Locus of controL and denial

seems to provide an answer to this dílemma. Among non-disâ-

bled subjects Lhere is considerable evidence that internally
controlLed subjects tend to use denial more readily than ex-
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ternal-s (Naditch, Gargan and Michael , 1975¡ Phares, Ritchie

and Davís, 1968). Studies employing MI subjecLs also found

that internals tend to use denial more readily than exter-

nals (Hiatt, 1978; McEachen, 1977). Sínce this research

also indicated that internals are more aware of health re-

lated infornation, it is plausible that internals are less

depressed lhan externals because they deny the emotional im-

pact of the trauma. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated

that internals experiencing various disabilities tend to be

nore aware of pertinent health care information than their
external counterparts (Courtney, 1978; l¡¡alIston et âI.,
1976; Wa11ston, wallston et a]. , I976J.. Thus, the relation-
ship between denial and I-E must be one in which the denial

is not a denial of the trauma and subsequent disability but

a denial of the emotional impact of thât trauma leading to

reduced depression.

Further evidence for this hypothesis is provided by re-

search demonstrating that externality is related to debiLi-

tating anxie!y (t¡olinari and Khânna, 1981; McEachen, I977;

Shriberg, L972i Strassburg, I973¡ Ray and Katahn, 1968).

Externality has also been dernonstrated to correlate with su-

icide potentiat (wiIliams and Nickels, 1969) and suicide at-
tempts (l,lelges and Weisz, 1971). Thus, in spite of the fact

that inÈernals respond to trauma and disability with denial,

they appear to know more about their_ dísorder and attempt to

influence health care to a greater extent than externals.
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This process seems to occur without (and indeed, may in fact

reduce) the debilitating influences of anxiety and depres-

sion and results in more successful rehabilitation (Court-

ney, 1978, McEachen, 1978 ).
This correlational relationship between r-E ând R-S has

been demonstrated in several studies (Shriberg, 1972; Tolar

& Reznikoff , 7967; Àltrocchi, PaImer, HelIman & Davisr

1968). À more recent study (Spring and Khanna, L982) em-

ploying psychiatric inpatíents obtained sinilar results. At

the same tine, it is clear that the two variables are dis-

tinct from each other as the correlations between measures

are not extremely high and differential prediclive relation-
ships occur.

In summary, this research suggests that the I-E personaf-

ity construct may be useful in measuring a patient's atti-
tude and overall notivation towards rehabilitation, In par-

ticular, it has been dernonstrated that internals are more

likety to be âware of and obtain useful health related in-

formaLion about their symptoms which can be used in making

behavior changes necessary to the adjustment to their trau-

ma. The literature review also suggests that denial, when

defined as deniaf of the emotional impact of the trauma, nay

be constructive in the adjustment process and also seems to

be related to internality. The R-S scale, as previously re-

viewed, may be useful as a rneasure of the type of emotional

reaction to lhe trauma. Thus, locus of controf and repres-
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sion-sensilization may be important psychological factors

mediating behavíoraI and attitudinal response to physical

traumas such as coronary heart disease.

The relationship between Iocus of control and repression-

sensitization in accounting for life style changes subse-

quent to MI nay be more clearly understood if control expec-

tancies specific to health are examined as opposed to

general expectancies (Rotter, 1964; Wa11ston, WaIls!on and

Kaplan, 1976; Lau & Ware, 1981).

TYPE À CORONÀRY PRONE BEHÀVIOR PÄTTERN AND ADJUSTMENT

The research on Type A personality has attempted to Iink

this particular behavior pattern to the onset of CHD (Glass,

7977), In a seríes of retrospective and prospective studíes

Type A behavior was associated with at least twice the prev-

alence of coronary heart disease as was Type B behavior (Ro-

senman and Friedman, l-974) ,

The Type A coronary prone pattern is characterized by ex-

tremes of hard-driving competiveness, Èime urgency, hyperal-

ertnness and preoccupatíon with vocational and related dead-

1ines. The Type À personality attempts to deâI with threats

to his,/her control over the environment by employing these

coping mechanisms. Initially, the Type A response may prove

adaptive in coping with stress. However, Glass (t9zz) sug-

gested that with repeated exposure to uncontrolable events'

this response style may prove maladaptive and increase the
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Iikelihood of CHD. Às a coping style that facilitates the

attainment of goals and rewards, GIass (1977) further sug-

gested thât the Type Ä individual pays the consequence of

being a higher risk for CHD.

Throughout the Iiterature review the coping mechanism of

denial has been reviewed by various researchers as eilher
constructíve or destructive. SimilarLy, the role of denial

has also been explored with the Type À personality. Re-

search (Carver, Coleman and GIass, I976) has demonstrated

that the Type A personality tends to exert greater effort in

ân attempt to master the environment. However, in the pro-

cess, they also deny or suppress their sense of fatigue.

This may lead to greäter risk of CHD.

The effort that Type As exert in attempting to control

their environment may also prove detrimentaf to their health

status, given certain situational conditions. Faced with

events which, due to prior experience and,/or prolonged expo-

sure¡ are perceived as uncontrolable the Type A may experi-

ence increased stress. In.such situations the research sug-

gests thaÈ Type As exhibit helplessness, particularly under

the conditÍons of high stress or saLience (Krantz, Glass and

Snyder, !974). Hor¡ever, a more recent study (SuIs, Gastorf

andWit.enburg, I979l. suggests that events which are ambiguous

in terms of responsibility and control proved to be more

distressing to Type As. Events which clearly define control

as either beyond or within the individual's control were

Iess distressing and did not lead to helplessness.
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Collectívely, this research suggests that the type of

life events, and the Type A coping mechanism employed in

mastering these events, interact in a rnanner which increases

the probabilíty of CHD. once an individual has experienced

a heart attack, three cognitive steps are necessary if that

individual is to seek treatment. First, the person must

perceive the syrnptoms, then recognize their seriousness, and

finally realize that they indicate an immediate need for

medical care. Given the Type À response styte of suppres-

sion or deniat of fatigue, the Type À individual may be less

perceptive of early heart attack symptoms' thus increasing

the risk factor.
The Type A coronary prone behavior pattern may be associ-

ated with increased probability of CHD than the Type B per-

sonality pattern. But, what of lhe adjustment process? To

dâte, 1ittle research has examined this aspect of CHD and

the Type À coronary prone pattern. Therefore the following

reasoning is speculative, requiring verifícation as part of

this dissertation.
rt is possible tha! the same coping mechanisms which in-

crease the probability of CHD may conversely be beneficíaI

in the adjuslment to that sane heart attack. Thompson

(1976) found that Type Às proved to be less anxious in reha-

bilitation and improved through relaxation training when the

achievement orientation and motivaLion characterístics of

the Type A were incorporated as part of the program. Sever-
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a1 additional studies (Levenkron, Cohen, MuelIer, Fisher,

1982; Rahe, Ward, & Haynes, !979¡ Suinn, 1975) have also de-

nosntrated that Type À behavior can be changed by a variety

of psychot he rapeut i c interventiòns.

Research (Roskies et aI., !978; Rake, 1979) further sug-

gests that Type As may profit from rehabilitation prograns

which emphasize a group approach. The group approach nust

incorporate the hard-driving and competitive nature of the

Type Às if the program is to prove successful.

In conclusion it would seem lhat Type As mây profit fron

rehabilitation programs if two conditions occur. First, the

Type À patient must accept the seriousness of his or her

condition. Second, the rehabilitation program must empha-

size and utiÌize the specific Type A behavior in a manner

which wiIl encourage participation and goal attainment.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO OTHER TRÀUMA:
ANXIETY, DEPRESSION , DENIAL

The psychological reâctions to physical trauma have been

studied more extensively in disability groups such as spinal

cord injuries than in CHD. Àn examination of this research

will provide parallel resufts with many of the CHD findings.

In particular, the research examining the reactions of anxi-

ety, denial, and depression with other disabilíty groups has

been more thorough3.y exanined than with CrÍD.

Nagler (1950) published one of the first studies provid-

ing a general descriptive review of the typical reactions

encountered by spinal- cord injury patients. This study was

based on the observations of approximately five hundred spi-
naL cord patients. Ho\,¡ever, no statistical technigues were

employed in analysing the data and the categories obtained

vrere based soleJ-y on the author's clinical impressions.

From thís population, Nag1er perceived the following seven

typícal reactions:

1. Anxiety and reactive depression

2. Psychotic reaction

3. I ndi f ferent passive-aggressive reaction

4. Psychopathíc reaction-aggressionn

5. Dependency reaction

'I 1t
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6. Quadraplegic reaction-avoiding aggressíon and indepen-

denc e

7. Normal reac L i on

Cohn (L96L) attempted to delineate progressive slages in

attilude and ín behavior experieced by various orthopedic

groups. The stages obtained were based on interview materi-

a1 as well as the author's personal experiencnes as a handi-

capped individual. However, the obtained stages were theo-

retical and impressionistic in nature, lacking statistical
verification. In this study the interview material might

have been more compelling if it has been subjected to con-

tent analysis in order to obtain statistícaL verification of

her proposed stages. These stages were (1) shock, (2) ex-

pectancy of recovery, (3) rnourning, (4) defense--healthy or

neurotic, and (5) adjustment. Cohn hypothesized stages as

points on a continuum as opposed to discrete categories.

She felt that the patient must make a lransition through

these stages, based on the simiLar need conflicts and t,he

comparable environmental- situations to which the orthopedi-

cally handicapped are exposed.

Mueller (1962) categorized the immediate reactions to
traumatic injury from a different perspective. As opposed

to formulating stages based on his own impression of pa-

tients, his hypotheses were developed as a result of his im-

pressions of studies símilar in nature to those reviewed

above. In contrast to specifying major reactions types,
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Mueller viewed the initial reaction as being transitional in

nature. Mueller thought this transitíon lras necessary be-

cause the individual was transforned from a state of índe-

pendence to one of almost helpless dependence. In order to

adjust to physicat disabilily ând to its social, emotional,

and vocational problens he proposed that the stages of ad-

justment were depression, dependency, autistic thinking and

f rus t rat i on.

The research on learned helplessness (SeIigman, !975),

seems somewhat contradictory to Mueller's hypothesis that

the state of heLpless dependence is transitioinal in nature.

one particular study ernploying the learned helplessness par-

adigm and the internal-external locus of control construct

with human subjects (Hiroto, 197L) suggested that, in situ-
ations where reinforcemen! is response dependent, depressive

and externally oriented individuals tend to perceive rein-

forcenent as more response independent than non-depressives.

In general, the learned helplessness research suggests lhat

helplessness does not simply happen but is fearned. Fur-

thermore, rather than depression being a transitional stage,

Seligman's theory suggests that only when depressed individ-

uals learn to exert greater control on theír environment

does their helplessness dissipate.

These sÈudies, examining the stages of adjustment (Na-

gler, 1950; Cohn, 1961; Mueller, 1962) have in common an ob-

servational nonstatistìcal approach to research which a]1ows
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only impressionistic statements as to the possible stages of

adjustment. One final more sophisticated study (ounn, 1970)

attempted to operationalize the stages of adjustrnent by us-

ing several factors from the 16 P.F. Personality Scale.

This is the only study lo date with has attempÈed to enploy

standardized test data in order to examine lhe possíbIe

stages of adjustment to traumatic injury. The stages of ad-

justment were ilivided into the shock period, transitional
(depression) stage and physical recovery. Dunn (1970) con-

cluded his study by recommending the use of the case study

method because of the difficulty of grouping subjects at

various points within their rehabilitation process into def-

inite stages of adjustment. He further suggested that the

stages of adjustnenL seem to vary from individual to indi-
vidual and as such precludes ascertaining a definite set of

stages for adjustment to traumatic injury. with this study

in mind, one has to question the validity of lhe earlier de-

scriptive and impression i st ic research.

DENIAL AND DEPRESSION: CONSTRUCTIVE OR DESTRUCTIVE

Às indicated ín various sections of this dissertation,
depression and denial seem to be perceived as mutually ex-

clusive constructs. The research on disability groups other

than CHD is consistent in demonstrating this finding (Simon,

!971¡ Nemiah, 1957'. Vlinestein & Kahnn, 1953) . Àlthough

these studies are consistent in their view of denial as an
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obstruclion to the recovery process, they are inconsisLent

in their operational definition of denial. Ne¡niah (1957)

ddfined denial as a defense against either the significance

and the seriousness of the illness and disabíIity, or the

painful feelings produced by it. Again, using an inpres-

sionistic model Nemiah concluded that denial may be appro-

priate bu! lhat, if it lasts too long, it may become a se-

vere obstacle for the patienl in makíng realistic plans for

his,/her future. However, Nemiah proviiled no statistical
verification or operationalization of what is meant by deny-

ing too long .

Wineslein and Kuhn (1953) âttempted to evaluate the role

of denial in patients experiencing altered brain functions.

In their preamble, they concurred with Goldstein's (1939)

statement that denial is in itself not a pathological mani-

festation but is present to some degree in all persons.

i,lith this in mind, they then defined and differentiated den-

nial in subjects according to whether the patients exhibited

explicit verbal denial or expressed no verbal denial state-

ments. Of interest is the fact that, within patients ex-

pressing no explicit verbal deníals, accounts of the pre-

morbid personality were so varied that no single consistent

pattern could be distinguished. Patients expressing explic-

it verbal denial had in common a consistenl prè-morbid re-

gard of illness as being an imperfection or weakness or dis-
grace. It is possible that no consistent pre-norbid
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personality pattern was found with patients not expressing

explicit verbâI denials because the group consisted of indi-
viduals expressing various other approaches and forms of de-

niaI.
In a more theoretical paper Simon (1971) suggested that,

because of the energy reguired to maintain the defense of

denial and repression, patients hâd litLle energy left for
the rehabilitation process. In his sLatement Simon is rath-
er vague and unclear as to his definition of denial.

The above studies indicate lhat whether or not denial is
seen as an obstruction to the recovery process depends to a

Iârge exlent on the definition given to that term. Other

disability studies also give credence to the statement that

the role of denial in adjustment depends upon its defini-
tion.

Hopkins (1971) examined the difference in suicide rates

betvreen a spinãI cord injured group and a group of amputees.

She discovered that the spinal cord injured had a lower rate

of suicide than amputees and that suicide among the amputees

occurred nearer to the time of the injury than suicide among

the spinal cord injured. Hopkins attributed this difference
to the more effective use of denial by the spinal cord in-
jured. Two other studies comparing amputees and spinal cord

injured groups (Bakalin, L969;Nyquist and Bors, 1967) ar-
rived at the same conclusion that the period of danger for
amputees seems to be early following the injury and that su-
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icide among the spinal cord injured occurs more often during

a period five yeârs or more after the tíme of injury. In

conclusion, these studies conparing amputation and spinal

cord injury seem to suggest that denial of the ínjury ilself
tends to be obstructive in nâture but lhat a certain degree

of denial of the emotional irnpact of the injury may be con-

structive. Àgain, this is consistent with CHD research.

Hemodialysis research (Malmquist , 7973a; 1973b; Hagberg

and MaJ.mquist, 1974) has also examined the role of denial in
the therapeutic procedure. These studies concluded that,
although no medical or social background variables seem to

correlate with adjustment, some repression or denial was ef-
fective in helping thê patient to accept the early phases of

treatmenl. A study ernploying an unconscious derivative of

denial from the M.M.P.I. on hemodialysis subjects (Gold-

stein, 1976) also confírmed that these patients employed de-

nial significantly more than a normal control group. Hov¡-

ever, no inverse relationship was found between denial, as

measured in this study, and measures of adjust,ment on lhe

CaI i forn ía Test of Personality.

One final study (Rosello and Foge1, l-970) attenpted to

delineate fâctors which seemed to correlate with physicians'

ratings of degree of improvement in rehabilitation. One

hundred and ten patients of varying physical disabilities
were intervie¡ved at the time of admission and .rated, accord-

ing lo (1) severiity of illness and disabiliÈy, (2) degree
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of discomfort and pain, (3) emotional reactions and (4) de-

gree of denial. Denial ra!ings were based on the measuring

of (a) factual knowledge about the disability (b) emotional

influences on awareness of the disability, (c) awareness of

the emotional responses to the disability and (d) effective-
ness of íntegration of the emotioal responses to the dis-

ability into lhe personality structure. None of these meas-

ures of denial correlated significantly with the degree of

improvement at the time of discharge. This study which em-

ployed several different definitions of denial did not veri-
fy its major hypothesis that denial obstructs the recovery

process. The study did demonstrate that an âttitude of ac-

ceptance of reality Ied to a more accurate self-appraisal

which did correlate with rated rehabilitation improvement.

However I the reliabiliLy of lhis research is questionnable

since the study employed only a single rater and, as such,

all results may reflect the rater's particular bias in in-

erpretation as to the definitions of deniâl¡ acceptance' and

reality.

THE IMPÀCT OF PI{YSICAL TRÀUMÀ ON PSYCHOLOGICALs-ruõTß- FUNCTIONING:
MMPT

Às with CHÐ, other disability groups have been examined

employing the M.M.P.I. Moss and Solomon (1964), studying

t.he psychological reactions of forty- nine fenales with

rheumatoid arthritis, came to similar conclusions about the

presence of depression. In particular, they discovered that
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the greater the functional incapacity produced by the ar-

thritis, the greater the resultant depression and apathy.

Three studies (Moss and Solomon, 1964¡ Winer, 1952; and Co-

hen, 1940) have exarnined the impact of arthritis on psycho-

logical functioning. À1I three studies showed similar dif-
ferences on the M.M.P.I. between arthritic and

non-arthritic Aroups. In particular, rheumatoid arthritic
patients demonstrated a significant elevation in the neurot-

ic triad of the M.M.P.I. scales (Hs, o, Hy).

Investígations employing multiple sclerosis patients

(Shontz, 1955i Cleeland et aI. , !970; Davis et aI., 1971)

also suggested that the impact of that disabílity had a de-

structive efect on personlaity functioning. cleeland et

a1., (1970) compared M.M.P.I. profiles generated by thirty
patients displaying exacerbation or remission of the symp-

tons of multiple sclerosis. They demonstrated that profiles

cl-assif ied as abnormal were significantly more frequent in

the exacerbation group. Furthermore, they discovered that

significantly more exacerbation patients had elevations in

the depression sca1e. The research by Davis (1971) and

Shontz, (1955) also employing the use of the M.M.P.I., âr-

rived at the conclusion that multíple sclérosis tends to in-

crease the repressive defenses in.the individual affected.

These studies suggest that nultiple sclerosis may produce

disturbances in body concept as weIl as increased self-con-

cern leading to depression and hypochondriasis. In general,
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multiple sclerosis sLudies suggest that this particular
physical disability produces an increase in the neurotic

tendencies vrith particular emphasis on depression, dependen-

cy and hypochondr ias i s.

Renal dialysis reseârch has also employed the M.M.P.I. to

examine the psychological inpact of renal failure. Sand,

Livingston and !,lright (1966) found that patients demonstrat-

íng rnore defensiveness on the M.M.P.I. made poorer adjust-

ments as rated by staff. zianrik' Freeman, Sherrard and

Calsyn (l-9'77) compared predialysis M.M.P.I.s of patients who

died within the first year of díalysis and two groups who

had been maintained on dialysis for 3 !o 11 years. The ear-

1y death group dernonstrated significantly higher elevations

on the neurotic triad and lhe Psychasthenia scale.

Finally, several studies (Hohmann, 1966¡ Panton, 1968;

Seymour, L955) have examined the emotional impact of spinal

cord injury on psychological functioning. Hohmann (1966)

suggested that spinal cord injury leads to a decrease in an-

ger and exciternent and an increase in sentinent. The sludy

found no direct indication that depression was a major reac-

tion of índividuals disabled by spinal cord lesions. con-

tradictory conclusions were found in a study comparing a

mixed group of physically handicapped inmates with a control

group. A comparison of the mean M.M.P.I. profiles of the

groups showed that the neurotic triad (Hs, D, Hy) scores

¡cere considerbly higher for the disabled group. The physi-
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cally handicapped group also obtained a lower Ma score and

lhe authors concluded that thís group appeared less able to

reduce emo!ional stress through externalized corrective' ac-

tion or adaptations than the physically ab1e. Ànother study

(Seymour, 1955) employed nurses and psychologists to obtain

behavioral ratings of personaJ. and sociaf adjustment. The

author then compared these ratings with !he patients' Ror-

schach profiles and concluded that spinâI cord injury leâds

!o an increase in the repressive defenses ín the individual

af fected.

Conclusions

The general trend in the research reviewed in Àppendix A

and Àppendix B suggests similar concLusions. First, depres-

sion is usually associated with various disease or physical

ínjury and has been seen as a necessary stage in adjustment.

Secondly, repressive tendencies (denial) have been viewed as

both constructive and destructive depending upon the length

of time after onset and also upon the type and extent of

disability. FinalIy, the particular definitions given to

the denial and depressíon constructs, as well as the partic-

ular nethods employed to measure these constructs¡ also p).ay

a role in determining whether lhese factors are viewed as

constructive or destruct ive.
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Deâr:

The Reh-Fit Centre is undertaking an investigation into psy-
chological factors in cardiac rehabilitation. In carrying
out this important work we wiII be assisted by the Depart-
ment of Psychology at the University of Manitoba. Mr.
Charles Meltzer, M.À., and Dr.John Mclntyre Ph.Ð.,, from
that department wiIl be involved and are experienced both as
psychologis!s and researchers. The fact that they are noL
members of the Reh-Fit staff will help to make the study un-
biased and independent and wilI, we hope encourage those of
you participating in it to be completely frank and honest in
your ansv¡ers and opinions about the program.

we are contacting people who entered the Reh-Fit Progrâm
since January 1980 and because you are in that group we
would like to ask for your assistance. The purpose of the
study is to examine the possible ways in which personality
and emotional make-up affect the process of getting over a
heart attack and returning to naximum potential in various
respects. In order to do this we wíll be asking partici-
pants to complete various pencil and paper tests which ask
Questions abòut oneself, sorne of which may be 'personal' in
nature. we will also be assessing how people fared in the
program by reference to our records and by interview.

Arising out of this there wiII, we have good reason to
think, develop information which r¡i11 be of great help in
improving programs of cardiac rehabilitation such as ours.

We would require approximately 2 hours of your time to an-
swer the guestionnaire which would be carried out at lhe
Reh-Fit Centre. The questions are standard and widely used
in psychology and behavioral science research, and most peo-
ple find Lhe test questions interesting and easily answered.
Obviously your answers to the questions would remain strict-
Iy confidential. Once the study hâs been completed you
will, if you wish receive a summary of the findings.

Mr. Charles Meltzer will be calling you i
to follow-up on this letter and meanwhile
questions please feel free Lo contact h
339-1951; Home z 284-3203.

n t
if
m
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he near f ulure
you have any

at: Office:

Yours sincerely,

David Mymin, M.D. Medical Director.

DM/LÍ.,
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Repress ion-Sensit izat ion

The original R-S scale is a 182 item self-report, true-

faJ.se inventory drawn from the M.M.P.I. and developed by

Byrne (1961). This scale consists of 156 scorable and 26

buffer items. Thus subjects can obtain a score ranging from

0 to 156. Increasing test scores reflect an incrasing sen-

sit Ízat ion response set.

Origína1 normative research on the R-S scale indicated a

corrected split-haIf reIíability and a test-retest (6 r+eek)

reliabiJ.ity of .88 (Byrne, 1961), sis original study also

demonstrated an internal consÍstency on a sample of 136 sub-

jects of .88. Normative data drawn from a total of 624 sub-

jects indicate means of 63.08 and 61.80 and standard devia-

tions of 17.71 and 16.20 for males and f ernales respectively.

The data suggested no differences for males and females and

defini!ely no differences based on intellectual leveI.
The present study wiII employ the revised scoring key de-

veloped by Byrne et aI., (1963). This revised scoring key

consists of. !27 cross-validated itens aIl of which corrlate
with the total R-S score beyond the .001 level. This scale

therefore has 55 buffer itens. Byrne et al. (1963) obtained

split-half reliabilities v,ith the Brown-spearman correction

of .91 and.94 respectively for the original and for the re-

vised R-S scoring system. À test-retest reliability over a

three month period produced scores of .83 for the original
scoring system and .892 for the revised system. Normative
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data drawn from a total population of 1304 students with the

revised scoring systern índicated means of. 42.25 and 42.68

and standard deviations of 20.10 and 18.66 for males and fe-
males respectively.

Concurrent and construct validity of the R-S scale has

been deal-th with elsewhere in this dissertatíon. The review

of the literature demonstrated through paper and pencil

tests and real Iife situations that the R-S scale consís-

tently yields results which verify the theoretical position

put forth by Byrne (1961).

I nternal-External Locus of Control- (I-E Scale)

This scale (Rotter, 1966) consists of. 29 pairs of

forced-choice statements including six filler items intended

to make somewhat more ambiguous the purpose of the test.
The scale was designed to distribute subjects along the con-

tinuum according to subject expecLations abou! how rein-
forcement in the world is controlled. The final score is

the totâI number of external choices chosen by the subject.

Thus, the larger the score, the more the subject is inclined

to view reinforcement as being controlled by external forc-
es.

lnternal consistency for the scale generally reveals mod-

erately high corrrelation (.65 to .69) using split-half Ku-

der-Richardson tests corrrected by lhe Spearman-Brown ad-

justment formula. Bi-serial correlations with total scores
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have also been calculated for samples of 200 males, 200 fe-

maJ.es, and for the combined group (Rotter' 1966). The val-

ues ranged from.52 lo .004 for males, from.44 and.13 for

females, and from .48 to .11 for the combined group. Based

on these results Rotter (t966) concluded that these correla-

tions ¡+ere moderate but consistent. Test-retest reliability
values for one and two rnonth intervening periods varied be-

tween .49 and .83 for different subject samples (RotÈer,

1966). More recent findings (Hersch & Scheibe, 1967) sug-

gesteil comparable test-retest reliabilíty coefficienLs rang-

ing between .48 and .84 for a two month interval. Further

examination of the test-retest reliability coefficient over

a one-year period provided a reliability coefficienl of .72

as well as demonstrating means cores and change scores con-

sistent with those reported by Rotter (1966). Means and

standard deviations drawn from heterogenous samples ranged

from 5.94 to 9.56 and 3.36 to 4.90 respectively'

As indicated in the introduction, this study will employ

the refined HeaLth-Specific Locus of Control Scale (Lau and

ware, 1981)., This test consisLs of. 27 items vtith the sub-

ject responding to each item on a seven-choice scale ranging

from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree". This test

provides for four factor score:

1. Chance health outcomes--the role of chance in deter-

mining health
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ability of provid-

3. Self:Control over HeaIth--beliefs in the efficacy of
sel f -ca re

4. General Health Threat--a

t ibi 1i ty to illness.
Reliability est imates ba sed

general concern for suscep-

for

f rom

2cì

on test-retest measures

the factors provide satisfactory coefficients ranging

,65 lo .77. Internal consístency were low,ranging from

to .49.

Significant but low inter-test correlations were obtained
belween some of the scaLes. However, no correlation exceed-

ed .30 and all were much lower lhan the reliability coeffi-
cients.

Factor analysis wâs performed for the correlations among

the four health- specific locus of controL scales and 15

measures from a questionnaire assumed to be related to the
various factors (Lau ç Ware, 1981). The construct validity
of each scale was interpreted by examining its patlern of
loading across interpretable factors. This analysis provid-
ed support for the vatidity of the four factor scales.

Concurrent and construct validities have beenf and wilI
continue to be, established through the use of the I-E scâle
in relationship to paper and pencil tests and real life
situations and populations. Verification of the I-E scale
in terms of its validity was examined in the literature re-
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therefore wiIl nol be deall

Jenkins Activitv survev (;eS)

The JÀS is â 52 item self-report scale. The scale is

somewhat unusual for a personality scale in that its items

are a mixed set of Likert-type and forced-choice questions.

The most recently published scale (Jenkins, Zyuzanski &

Rosenman , 7979) has demonstrated reasonably good convergent

validity (r=,74). A study (t¡ielson & Dobson, 1980) examin-

ing the discriminant validity of the scale suggests thât the

JAS ís a construct orthogonal to various measures of trait
anxiety. The construct validity of the scale has been dem-

onstrated and assessed in a series of studies by Glass

(1977 ) .

The reliability of the scale (Jenkins et al., !97!, 1978)

(both split-haIf and test-retest methods) has varied between

.65 and .75 depending on the study.

Seperate analysis of 1,691 Type À and Type B nen who had

been administered the 1965 and 1966 editíons of the JAS 
'

identifíed three major dimensions or factors within lhe cor-

onary-prone behavior pattern (Zyzanski and Jenkins, L970).

Multip1e correlations of items within each factor range from

.74 to .81, and the factors have proven stable over severaL

principal axis rotations. These factors were:
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teristic.
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s ) -Tine urgency charac-

Job Involvement (Factor J)-degree of dedication to

occupational activity.
Hard Driving and competitive (Factor H)-perceptions

of self as competitive, serious, puttíng forth more

effort than others.

The Zunq SeIf-Rating Ðepression Scale (SpS)

The S-D ScaLe is comprised of a list of twenty ilems

which comprehensively delineate widely recognized symptoms

of depressive disorders ( zung, 1965) . Subjects indicate

their degree of agreement to each item on a four point scale

by narking one of the four alternatives: None or little of

the time, some of the time, and good part of the tirne, most

or a}l of the time. The scale is constructed such that a

low index score indicates little or no depression and a high

index score indicates depression of cllinical significance.

Normative data (zung, 19654; L965b) indicated lhat a mean

index score of 53 was obtained by normal control subjects.

A mean index score of 74 was obtained by in-hospital pa-

tients diagnosed as experiencing severe depression and a

nean index score of 64 was obtained by diagnosed depressed

outpatients. zung (1965) hs denonstrated some validity of

the test in obtaining significant correlations of approxi-

mately .70 with several other pencil-paper tests of depres-

1

2

3
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sionf ând non-significant corelations with constructs rneas-

uring behavíor mutually exclusive to depression. The scale

has also been demonstrated not to correlâte significantly
with education, sex, age, marital and socio-economic status.

Handicap Problems Inventorv (HPI )

The HPI Scale is a checklist of 280 problems attributable
to physicat disabilitíes. Subjects símply mark those prob-

Ie¡ns which seem to províde difficulty for the individual as

a handicapped person. scores, therefore, represen! a quan-

tification of the impact of the disability upon the person

as he/she sees it. The HPr provides a problem score in four

different categories: vocational, social, family, and per-

sonal. Thus four separate scores are obtained by simply

counting the number of marks for each of the fourkinds of

problems the individual believes are relâted to his/her dis-

ability.
Reliability coefficients from each of the four areas of

the HPI have been estimated on a sample of 1027 randomly se-

lected physically disabled clients (I.trighL, 1959; wright and

Remmers, 1960). The internal consistency coefficients of

reliability (ruder- Richardson formula 20) range from.91 to

.95 for the four areas. Norms are also provided for demo-

graphic background variables as well as different disability
groups. FinaIIy, a table is provided to convert raw scores

on each of the four problem areas into a percentile score.



The higher the percentile score indicating the

degree of difficulty in each of lhe areas.

L36

greater the

Que st i onna i re

The questionnaire tapped the perceptíons and attitudes of

the participants about their coronary heart disease and

their adjustment to il. The questionnaire also provided in-
formation about demographic variables; a1cohol, smoking and

sleeping habits. The basic areas addressed in the rating
questionnaire section were:

1. VocaÈional,

2, Soc iaJ. ,

3. HeaI th,
4. Fami ly and

5. general adjustment perception.
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Secondary Àna lyses
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Appendix EI

Comparison of I-E Results with Lau (1981, 1982) Factors

A principal component analysis with Varímax Rotation was

performed using the SPss Factor program (Nie et 41., 1970).

The 27 items of the health-specif ic locus of control scale

reduced into 4 orthogonal factors (Tabte 8) which met the

criteria of eigenvalues greater than 1 and also met lhe

scree test criteria (catteII, L966). The principal compo-

nent solution suggesting 4 significant factors is presented

in Figure 3. These factors account for 41.88 of the vari-

ance. OnIy two of lhe 4 factors proved interpretable and

approached matching with Lau factor resuJ.ts; together they

account for 26.9? of the variance.

The two factors (factors 1 and 2) which proved interpre-

table had respec!ive itern loadíngs from Provider Control

items and Chance Health items. Unfortunately,other items

loaded on these two factors as weII. The other two factors

had mixed loadings of items from the 4 factor scales sug-

gested by Lau & ware (1981). Therefore, these factors coufd

not be conpared with Lau's factors. The factors produced

from this data may have proven to be interpretable' How-

ever, this interpretation was not undertaken as it was con-

sidered to be outside the focus of the present investiga-

tion.
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Table 8

Prínclpal ComponenÈ Analysls: HealÈh Locus of Control

Variable
(item no. )

FacËor

3 4

I
2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

l1

t2

13

I4

l5
16

L1

18

19

20

2L

22

LJ

25

26

27

.189

.5I7

.082

,24s

.208

.092

-. 058

-.096

.t*
-.070

.080

.046

.758

.7 40

,442

.010

.394

,416

.099

,021

, 131

.126

.023

,0s4

,480

.022

.049

.159

,44s

-.097
. r32

,238

. r42

-. 095

. 591

- "L44

,7 66

.029

.r24

.133

. JbJ

-. 078

. 014

.140

.063

. 195

.309

.066

-, 058

.125

-.017
.820

779

.068

-. 091

.*,
-.151

-.747

-.077

-. 052

.111

-. 017

. 113

.250

-. 336

.008

,70

,267

-. 03s

-,302
.tzo
.111

,046
_ r 7t

. 013

. 151

- .128

.075

.246

- .029

-.L46
.17 5

.108

.27 5

. 043

.093

.r^

.396

,189

.032

, r57

.37 3

,57 3

-, t*
.195

. 130

. 114

-. 100

.004

Variance accounted for 16 '5'/"

Tot aL 7. variance accounted for: 4l'8%

t0 .4iL B ,0% 6.9%
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Àn examination of the original Hea1th locus of control

research (tau, 1982, Lau & Ware, 1981) suggests that princi-
pal component anaJ-ysis was the fâctoring method employed.

In order to ensure comparability of results, the data from

the present study was also subjected to a símilar factor

analysis. The major difference seems to be related to popu-

lations employed. Lau & ware's study (1981) employed InLro-

ductory psychology students who were between 15 and 30' 609

of whom were female and 358 non whíte. The present study

population consisted exclusively of nales who were between

35 and 61, few of whom were non whites. These differences'

may account for the inability to produce the same factor

st ruc tures.

À canonical correlation between factor scores as analyzed

above and factor scores employing the Lau 4 factor scales

was performed with the sPss Manova program. The nu]l hy-

pothesis of no relationship between factors r.¡as rejected

(F(16,25I) =66.09, p<.01).

The first canonical variate for the predictor variables

had positive loadings for Factors 1(PC) ând Factors 2 (cH).

It correlates .95 with the canonical variate for the cri-
terion variables. This had positive J.oading for the Lau

Provider Control and Chance HeaIth Factors. Àlthough sig-

nificant, the 2 other canonical variates were not interpre-

table due 
. 
to the predictor variable loadings with factor

scores consisting of a mixture of Lau factor iterns.
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The intercorrelalion between Factor scores employing Lau

& warets (1981) factors are presented in Table 9.

The locus of control test items were scored with higher

scores reflecting internality. The obtained correlations,

predict relationships in the same direction as obtained by

Lau. However, the numerical signs associated with the cor-

refations were in the opposite direction. It would seem

that Lau has scored iterns so that exlernality is associated

with high scores. Thus the interpretation of the relation-

ships are identical êven though the numerical signs are dif-
ferent.

Nol surprisingty, the most interpretable relationship was

betv¡een Provider Control and Chance Health ( l=.¡S, p.01).

This relationship suggests that individuals who believe in

the efficacy of doctors and use the medical system appropri-

ately also believe that health is not related to chance but

to professional and personal factors.

The oLher significant relationship was between Chance

HeaIth and Self-care (r=.45, p<.01). This relationship sug-

gests that those individuals who do not believe in chance

outcomes in health also believe in the personal role they

play in maintaining health. Of interest is the fact Self-

care itens loaded most highly on Factor 3 of the factor

analysis. However, due to other factor iten loadings fron

other Lau factors the third factor could not be interpreted

as soley measuring Self-Care. It seems that even with this
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Table 9

Int erco rrelat ion of Lau Factor Scores

CH PC SC

3 5,t* 13 45**

I

004

HLC.CH

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-sC

_l

** g < .01
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situation, Factor 3 of the component analysis was pure

enough to verify the predicted relationship for SeIf-Care.

with analysis of the health specific locus of control,

the obtained relationship between I-E and R-S becomes more

clearly understood. The I-E analysis of this data suggested

correspondence for only Provider Control and Chance Health

outcomes Factors. Therefore it is not surprising to find

that these two factors proved significant in the various

analyses of the relationship between l-E and R-S.



ÄPPENDTX E2

Depression, PerceiveÈ Problens, Compliance, Self Adiustment
lg::].l.E.

Locus of Cont roI
The correlation matrix presented in Table 10 represents

the relationships between locus of control and a variety of

variables with which previous research had demonstrated sig-

n i f icant relationships.
Significant relationships were found between Chance

Health and depression (r=.21, p<.05). Chance Health also

correlated negatively vrith the Handicap Problems Inventory 4

scales (PersonaI, Farnily, SociaI and Vocational). The cor-

relations range from ,26 Eo .18. These relationships sug-

gest that individuafs who believe in chance and fate as de-

termining heallh outcomes are also more depressed and

perceive more problems in every aspect of their lives.

Al-1 other locus of control measures did not correlate

with the zung SeIf- Rating Depression Scale.

Several corrrelations were significant in comparing the

remaining locus of control scales with the perceived prob-

Iems. The number of perceiveil family problems correlated

with HLC ceneral Threat (l=.ZO p<.05). These correlations

suggest internalíty is related to viewer perceived family

-145-
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lable l0

Correlations of Locus of Control \'/ith Related Varlables

Dep. HPI-Pers HPI-Fam HPI-Soc HPl-Voc Compliance ADJ

HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC- SC

-20*

_ no

-.05

- .06

- ,25*

-,14

-.06

-.09

-.¿o

-. 20*

- .20x

-.004

-,02

- .02

-.19*

-.01

_ tî

-.18

-.18

- .07

-.10

.05

-.05

.01

.09

* p < .05
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problems for those internal factors. Finally HLC-Provider

Control also correlated with perception of social problens

(I=.rg p<.05) and perceptions of vocational problems (l=.f A

p<.05).

Locus of Control factor scores did not correlate with ei-
ther measures of compliance or self rating adjustment

scores.

Repress ion itization

The correlaLion matrix presented in Table 11 represents

the relationship belween repression-sensitization and the

variabl-es with which previous research would suggest signif-
icant relat ionships,

An expected significant relationship was found between

zung Depression Scores and Repression-Sensítization (r=.58

p<.001). Repression-Sensitization also correlated hi9h1y

with all 4 measures of perceived problems. Finally Repres-

sion-Sensitization did not correlate with compliance but

correl-ated negatively with adjustment ratings.

These results are consistent with prior findings and sug-

gest thât repressors are less depressed, perceive fewer

problems in relation to family, personal, social and voca-

tional aspects of their Iives, Às expected, repressors also

judged themselves to be better adjusted.
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Table 11

correlaEions of R-S with Related Variables

Depression Peers

H?I

¡'am So c Voc CornplY ADJ

7t* .53* .68* (7* ã1 - ¿ir.*
R-S 57*

* p' . oo1

*rr p<.0I
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coronarv Prone Behavior Pattern

The correlation matrix presented in Table 12 suggests

that Type À behavior and its related factors seen to have

fewer associates with indicated variables than both locus of

control and Repression Sensitization. Since the variables

chosen were those obtaind in prior research wiLh I-E and

R-S, this conclusion is not surprising. what follows are

the few correlations which did prove signíficant.
Factor J, Job Satisfaction, correlated significantly with

Handicap Problems Inventory Scales. It would seem that in-

dividuats who find work demanding and satisfying also per-

ceive a greater number of problens in their personal, family

and social lives. this relationship was not found for per-

ceived vocat ional problems.

Not surprisingly, Speed and Impatience was related neg-

ativety to Depression (L=-.ZO p<.05). This relationship

confirms prevíous findings that depressed individuals tend

to react to situations in a sLower manner than non-depressed

individuals. Factor S, Speed and Impatience, also correfat-

ed negatively with compliance (r=-.19, B<.05). This rela-

tionship suggests that individuals scoring high on speed and

impatience tend to comply fess within the rehabilítation

pr 09 rafn.
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Table 12

Correlation Matrix of Type A tr'lith Other Vâriables

DepressLon Pers Fam Voc ConPliance ADJ

EPI

Soc

Type A

Factor S

Factor J

Fâctor Il

.05

-.20*

.07

.12

" 106

- .04

.10

. 1g'r

-.06

. 14

.L7 .07

-.06 .07

.24x .12

,r2 .06

.09

_.lg*

.1I

-.13

-.07

.04

-,05

-.uz



APPENDIX E3

PrincipaL Conponent Analysis: Life Style and Health

Variable scores were transformed into scores on orthogo-

nal factors via Principal Component Analysis with Varimax

Rotations using SPSS Factors program (Nie, et aI. , !970).

Factor scores for both sets of criterion variable sets were

constructed by employing and interpreting variables with

factor coefficients greater than an absolute value of .300.

The z score of each variable meeting this criterion was mul-

tiplied by its corresponding factor score matrix loading !o
create the single factor score for each subject (Nie, L970).

Li fe Stvle Factors

Nine orthogonal factors were created from the 26 life
style variables. 4 factors met the criteria of eigenvalue,

scree test and interpretability. These 4 factors are pre-

sented in Table 13. Figure 4 displays the príncipal compo-

nent solution for the 1ífe style factors. Factor 1 loaded

posítively on aII Handicap Problem Inventory areas and de-

pression scores. Negative loadings were found for adjus!-
ment ratings and employment status This factor wiIl be re-

ferred to as Factor ProbLems and related to the individuals
perception of number of life style problems. Factor 2 load-

- 151
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Table 13

Principal Component Analysis for Life Style Variables

Fac tor

3 4variable

WorksÈatus

SmokÍng

HPI Per s onali tY

HPI-FamilY

HPI-Social

HPI-Vocational
Education

Employment S ta tus

Hrs v/orked Pr ior
Hrs \dorked af Eer

Cigarettes Pr ior
CigaretÈes af ter
Sleep change

Alcohol change

Social ouling change

Avrareness if MI

Compliance

Reh-fít MembershíP

Self rating
Soclal Self -ra tíng
Health SeI f- ra È1ng

FamiLy Self-Ratlng
Adjustment Self -rating
Zung Depression

Tfme in Progran

Number of Stress Tests

1

. 018

.928
ara

.9r6

.876

. 019

.183

.063

-, r85

.070

-.089
.204

.108

,203

-.160
,L26

-.988

-.262

-. r83

- ,162

-.067
, ,la?

" 700

-.IJZ

-,549
-,008

.028

-.038
.003

.21L

-.04s
.15t

- .0r2
.6L9

.698

. 110

,260

-. 103

.098

,021

.087

- .059

,080

.038

-. r65

. 013

-.092

"*t

,07 2

-.014

- ,20r
.069

-. r4b

-. r53

.155

-.015
.025

.096

-.005
.033

-.086

- ,502

- .023

.091

,026

.77L

,692

.096

.555

- 1 ',)1

.089

. 068

,105

- .0r6

-.034
.034

-.025

-.185
.165

*t

-.133
,293

-,148

-.207
.160

-.238
-.080

.099

,L23

-. 114

-,064
.0s0

-,L94
,285

,002

845

222

240

0L2

18.7 10.3 7.8% V ar iarLce

Factor
Problems

Snoking Work
Status

Adj us tment
Perception
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ed positively vrith number of cigarettes smoked before and

after and loaded negatively with srnoking vs non-smoking

score. Thus the factor related !o Smoking.

Factor 3 l.oaded positívely with social, health and ad-

justment self ratings. This faclor will be referred to as

the Health Àdjustement Factor.

Factor 4 loaded negatively on ernploynent status and posi-

tively on hours worked after onset. Thís factor will be re-

ferred to as Factor work.

HeaIth Factors

Four orthogonal factors were created from the 12 health

variables. Three of the factors met the criteria of eigen-

value, scree test and interpretabitity and are presented in

Table 14. Principal component solution (rigure 5) also sug-

gests the inclusion of 3 factors.

Factor 1 loaded negatively on average lap time and sum of

skinfolds and positively on tread miIl time and energy out-

put (netlevel). This factor will be referred to as Factor

Stress. Factor 2 Loaded positively on average attendance,

average miles and Protocal Rating. It will be referred to

as Factor Track. Factor 3 loaded on sum of skinfolds and

test lreight and the blood work scores. It will be referred

to as Factor We ight.
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Table 14

Principal ComPonent Analysis of Health Variables
(i""t "tiu"s test for each subject)

1 2Variable

âverage altendance Per month

average miles Per month

average 1ap tirne Per month

time on fread mill

Protocol (SPeed and Elevation)

Met level (energY outPut)

Sum of Skin fo l-d s

Test weighr

Choles ter o I

Tr iglyc er ides

Fasting Blood Sugar

Hernoglobin

.020

- .16r

896

.106

.878

- .406

- .229

.303

.071

-.146

,307

,879

.906

-.354

.L7 4

. 413

,263

- ,082

- .061

-.r44

.071

-.093

-,176

-.021

,07 9

-.156

.266

- ,Lzr

.700

.672

.069

.533

28 ,5 15.6% Variance

FacEor Label Stress Track t'trelght
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QUESTI ONNAI RE
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OUESTT ONNÀI RE

As with alt other information, this questionnaire will be treated

as strictly conf ident iaI.
Please answer each question with the answer that is most correc! for

We would like to know how you truly feel about

certain aspects of your rehabilitation, and what changes you perceive

to have occurred in your Iife.
Baekqround I nf ormat ion

Name A9e

Educational leve 1 Birthdate

Marital status ¡ Single give date

Marr ied give date

Separated give date

Divorced give date

Present occupat i on

Occupation prior to onset of coronary Heart Disease (CHD)

Presently employed: yes 

- 

if yes, Part-time 
- 

FuII time 

- 
No

Employed just prior to CHD onsel: yes 

- 
Part-time 

- 
FuII time 

-Approxímate number of hours worked per week prior to cHD 

- 
after Cl

Àverage number of cigarettes smoked per day prior to CHD 

- 
after C!

Average number of hours sleep per night prior to cHD 

- 
after cHD 

-
Average amount of alcohol consumed per day (indícate in type and amot

pr ior to CHD

after CHD
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after CHDNumber of social outings per week prior to CHD

Date of onset or date of diagnosis of cHD

Diagnosis of CHD

what wâs the term used by your Doctor in your case

Whal is your understanding of what occurred

Sever i ty of CHD

Number of times exercise per month

Averâge nurnber of miles per nonth

Is this more than 

- 

less than 

- 

same as 

- 

recomnended by

Program Staff

Are you presently attending the Reh-Fit program? Yes 

- 

No 

-
If no, why did you leave the program?

Questionnaire

Please rate yourself, employing the point scale assigned to each

Vocat i ona I

1. My ability to funclion at optimum capacity at work has:

decreased substantially remained the sane increased substantialll

r234567



2. My attitude and motivation toward work has:

significant slight remained slight significant
positive positive the same negative negative

change change change change

r234567

3. My work attendance has:

improved significantly remained the same

I234

Soc iaÌ

L60

decreased signif icantly
567

1. My manner in relating loward people in social gatherings has:

become become remained become become

significantly slightly the same slightì-y more significantly
more intro- more intro- extroverted nore

verted verted ext roverted

t234567

2. My ability to enjoy social gatherings has!

increased increased remained decreased decreased

significantly slightly the same slightly significantly

r234567

3. The frequency with which I get out socially has:

decreased decreased remained increased increased

significanLly sIí9ht1y the same slightly significantly
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1 ¿ 3 456 7

Health

1. My ability to follow rnedical advice has:

decreased decreased remained i nc rea sed

significantly slightly the same slightly
r23456

2. My concern âbout general health has:

r ema i neil

the same

4

rema i ned

the same

4

i nc reased

sl ightly
6

i nc rea sed

sI i ght 1y

6

increased

signi f i cant ly
7

increased

significantly
7

decreased

significantly
7

increased

significantly
7

3. I attend the rehabilitation program or other activity oriented prc

times per week:

01234567

4. The number of visits to physicians has:

decreased dec reased

signíficantly slíghtly
r23

increased inc reased

significantly slightly
I23

decreased dec reased

significnatJ.y slightly
t23

remained dec rea sed

the same s li ght Iy
456

5. My awareness of nutrítion and diet has:

5

Fami Iv
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t62

1. My family situation has become:

significantly slightly re¡nained slightly significantly
less stable less stable the same more stable more stable

t234567

2. My involvement with my family has:

increased increased remained decreased decreased

significantly slightly the same slight),y significantly
r234567

On a scale of 1to 7, how well have you adjusted to your coronary ov€

very poor average good excellent

poor adjustment âdjustment adjustment adjustment

adj ustment

I234567

Any other information or comments you feel would be relevânt to this
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ADDITTONÀL ANÀLYSES:

PERSONALITY VARIABLES ÀND STRESS TEST VÀRIABLES
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GENERAL STÀTEMENT

Throughout the main text of the results and discussion

sections, the last stress test for each participant was em-

ployed in cletermining the physiological variables for the

study. These scores in fact could be either the first, sec-

ond, thírd or fourth slress test performed by the partici-
pant depending upon the length of time spent in the program.

The results suggest that personality scores were related in
a cornplex mânner wit,h various physíoIogicaI variables. The

reduced factor model relating personality factors with the

physiological factors did not prove significant.
Àlthough patients physiological scores were obtained at

different points in the program and subsequent anâÌyses con-

trolled for the number of tests, age and âttendance, an al-
ternative explanation put forth in the discussion session

requi red exarninat ion.

It may be possible that Type Bs, internals and sensitiz-
ers enter the program in better physiological condition than

their counterparts and that this reLationship of better per-

formance is maintained during subsequent stress tests. This

in itself ¡vould be an important finding. HoÌ{ever, the ques-

!ion remains as !o whether certain personality types improve

within the program once initial differences are controlled.

L64 -
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Several different analyses were ernployed in addressing
this question. The reader is cautioned in the interpreta_
tion of these results, in that in certain instances a series
of univariate analyses were performed as a follow-up to the
multivariate questions posed. probability in itself may

dictate significance of some of the univariate results.
FinaIly, repeated measures and covariates were employed

in assessing improvement as opposed to chânge scores. The

former two techníques are not prone to the problems encoun_

tered when employing change scores. In particular, the
problem of regression towards the mean wouLd be a najor
problem if change scores were employed.

Finally, only the first and second stress test scores
could be employed in these anaLyses as the number of sub_
jects having completed a greater number was too small for
inclusion in the analyses.

+9¿i!¿on¿ Analysis 1: Controlling for First Stress Testscores

; cornprex rerationship between the various personatity
variables and the various stress test scores was examined
from a perspective different from the last stress test ap_
proach.

À canonical correlation was . performed between Lhe pre_
dictor personality variables and the criterion second stress
SCOres. The patients' first stress scores were entered on

the predictor side of t.he equation in order to control for
initial stress test di fferences.
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The hypothesis of no association belvreen lhe predictor

personality and first stress test scores and the criterion
second stress test scores was rejected (F(62,198) = 2,00,

p<.001). One significant canonical correlation emerged f rorn

this datâ (see Table 15).

The canonical variate for the predictor.s had positive

loadings for Type A and negative loadings for first stress

test weight, skinfolds, triglycerides and hemoglobin scores.

This cornposiLe correlated .99 wíth the canonical variate for

the criterion variabl-es. This had negative loadings for

weight, skinfolds and hemoglobin scores from the second

stress test.
This correlation suggests that lhe patients first and

second weights, skinfold and hemoglobin scores were posi-

tively related. Given the equation, the results also seem

to suggest that, v¡hen this relationship is taken into ac-

count, Type Bs sLill weigh 1ess, and have lower sum of skin-

folds and hemoglobin scores than do Type As.

Given the significance of this particular canonical cor-

relation a series of stepwise multiple regressions were per-

formed in which the indívidual second stress test score was

entered on the criterion side of the equation and the per-

sonality variables were entered on the predictor side of the

equation. The corresponding firsl individual stress test
score, age of the subject and Reh-Fit membership were forced

into the predictor formulae prior to stepwise entry of the

personality variables. The general equation employed was:
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Table 15

Canonical Correlatiott: Personafity varíables and First SLress Test
wíth Second Stress Tes t

Correlation with Canonical Var ía te

Personality and First Stress Test

Type A

Itac tor S

l-ac tor J

Factor H

HLC-CH

HLC-DC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

Rep-Sen

Treadmill Tine

Protocol Râting

Metlevel
Sum of Skin Fold s

Welght

Cholesterol (Cho1)

'I r 1g-Lycer 1de s (rrags,)

Fasting Blood Sugar (FBS)

HemogLobin (Itgb )

Second Stress Test Scores (Criterion)
Treadmill Tlne

Pro Locol Rating

Met Level

Sum of Skin Fo Lds

l,,le 1gh t
Chol

Trigs
FBS

Hgb

(Pr edi c tor s )

.32L

-.037
.195

.104

-.083

- .080

. 111

-.085

-.001
.287

. 131

-,404
-.943

.159

-.080

-.303

.042

.000

.030

_,418

- ,928

-.014

-.196
-.r23



TabLe 15 (Continued)

corre lation with CanonÍcal Variate

average monthly attendance

average miles per monlh

average lap time Per month

)q)

,2r5
_ 1 ?q

Test of Significance of Canonical CorreLations

Correlatlons
Correlal ions

CorreLations
Correlations
Correlations
Correlations
Correlations
Correlations
Correlations
Correlâtions
Correla!1ons

I through 11

2 through 11

3 through 11

4 through 11

5 through 1l
6 through 11

7 through 1l
8 through 11

9 through 1l
10 through l1
11 through 1l

F62,L98=2.007

F6r,170=1.28

F58,I44= .92

F55,I2A=.17

F50,98=.64

F45,7 8= .54

F38,60=.47

F32 ,44= .40

824,30=.29

Ft7 ,L8= .22

F9,8=.2I

p<.001

p<.I27

p<.659

p< .880

P>,90
p>,90

p>,90

pt ' 90

p>,90

p>,90

pt.90
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2nd Stress Test Score x(1) = lst Stress Test Score X(1) +

Àge + Àttendance + Personality variabl-es (Stepwise)

This series of stepwise multiple regressions suggests

that certain physiological variables are related from stress

test time L to stress test time 2. These variables were:

1. Protocol Rat ing

2. Treadrnill Time

3. Metlevel

4. Skinfolds

5. We ight

6. Cholesterol

7. HemogJ.obin

However in eontrolling for these relationships by covary-

ing out the effects of the first stress score, age and at-
tendance, personalily variables were found to be significant
in each equâtion. The particular personali!y variables en-

tered varied from equation to equation but in each instance

at Least two personality variables were enlered.

This analysis would seern to suggest that the personalily
measures employed account for some of the variance when at-
tempting to predict second stress lest scores. Thus the

first stress test scores predict the second stress test
scores with greater accuracy when the personality variables

are i nc Iuded.
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Âdditional Analysís !: Multivariate AnaLysis of Personality
qroups with repeated measure.

A second major approach in addressing the differences in

performance from stress test 1 to stress test 2 was to per-

f orrn a multivariate analysis of variance with repeated meas-

ures using the SPSS-version-9 Manova program (Hull and Nie,

1981). The alpha level for this analysis was .05.

The test of the differences across personality groups in-
volved a 2x2 x2 factorial design with the independent

variables of 1) Type A behavior, 2) Repression-Sensitiza-

tion; and 3) Health Locus of control factor score. Groups

were created by a median split. The dependent variables

wêre the repeated neasures of the first and second stress

tests and individually consisted of:
1. Treadmill t ime

2. ProtocoL Rating

3. Met level
4. Skinfold sum

5. we i ght

6. Cholesterol

7. Triglycerides

8. Fasting Blood Suga r

9. Hemoglobin

Main effects for the three personalit.y groups r.¡ere not

significant. In other words when collapsing performance

over repeated trials no differences were found for the per-
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sonality groups. This is not surprising considering lhe re-
duced power of the analysis in relationship to the small

sample populat ion size (N=¿0).

The results do reflect a Type À by Trials interaction
(q(9,30) = 2.02 p =.07) which approaches significance. Ex-

amination of univariate results show that TreadmiLl Tirne and

MetleveL scores inprove significantly for Type Bs, as op-

posed to Type Às (See table 16).

Àdditional
õ r oups

Ànalysis 3: Multivariate Analysis of Pe r sona 1i tv

A multivariate analysis of variance employing the program

indicated above ¡vas perforned on the first stress test
scores onLy. The independant variables L'ere the same as

those reported in analysis 2. The dependent variables were

the first set of stress test scores. Àgain the reader is
cautioned in the interpretation of this analysis. The

grouping of the subjects by median split on the personality
variables reduced the cell size such that this analysis
could be performed only on the first stress test scores.

Results reflect a significant main effect of Type À Be-

havior (q(9,51)=2.582, p=.Q15. Àgain, within this analysis,
examination of lhe univâriate results suggest that treadmill
time and metlevel account for a significant proportion of

the variance in the multivariate result (See table 17).
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Table 16

Multivariate Results: Type A by Trials

MetLevel

Treadmill Time

df

1,38

1,38

F

8.82

8.17

p value

P<.01

P<,01
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Table 17

Multivariate Results: Type A Behavior

lreadnill Tlme

Met level

df

1,59

1,59

F

6.84

4.L4

p value

p<.01

p<i05
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Àdditional Analysis 4: Simple t-test Solution

A Large seríes of simple t-tests were perforned examining

the personality groups (median split) on each of the stress

test variables from the first and second stress test ses-

sions. Given the large number of t-test, probabilities would

have dictated a Iarger number of significant results than

¡las f ound.

SímiIarly, chi-square analysis of nominal data such as

compliance, present attendence, adjusLnenl ratings and de-

gree of ar,¡areness of the MI proved non-signíficant.

Conclusions

It seems apparent that the methodoJ.ogy empJ.oyed in this
study of examining a set time period lends itself more read-

ily to a correlational analysis. In order to examine spe-

cific personality groups, a large number of subjects must be

employed in a longitudinal study.

AII correlational results including those examined ín Ap-

pendix G, suggest a cornplex retationship between Type B be-

havior, internalilty and repression orientation on the one

hand and specific lífe style change and physiological per-

formance on the other. Of course, these rsults can not be

interpreted withín a causal modeI. Further research employ-

ing a longitudinal design may a1Iow for a causat interpreta-
tion.
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The present study was a first step in examining this com-

plex relationship between personality and recovery for myo-

cardiaL infarct ion pâtients.



APPENDTX H

PERSONÀLITY SCALES: DESCRIPTTVE DATA

- 175 -
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The following tâbles are provided for the reader who

wishes some descriptive data on the personality measures.

No conclusions have been drawn f ro¡n the tables as the datâ
presented in Àppendix H is beyond the scope of the present

study.

Table 18 provides the reader with the general findings
(means and standard deviations and range) for the personali-
ty rnean scales employed. Tables 19 through 24 represent
personality mean scores on selecled pertinent variables.
Again this dat,a is beyond the scope and methodology of the

present study and as such, the reader is left to draw his/
her own conclusions.

Final.Iy, Table 25 provides the reader with a comparison

of the depression-sensitization data with results obtained
from other studies. Unfortunately, similar tables could not

be provided for health locus of control due to its newness

and subseguent lack of normative data. JÄS comparisons also
were not presented due to differences in computer systems.

The interpretation of these results wiII be easier with a

reminder as Lo the scoring directions of the scales.

Type A

Hea lth

& Factors(,1ÀS): High scores reflect Type Â Behavíour

locus of control: High scores reflect internalíty

ref lect sensitizat,ionRepression-Sensitization: High scores
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Table 18

Descriptive Data: Personalily Variables

Type A

Factor S

Factor J

Factor H

Repres sion-Sens it izat ion

IILC Factor

HLC-CH

ELC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

i
233 .14

194 .55

T2L,6T

i85.96

40 .17

.000

30.2L

43.50

15.30

41 .62

SD

ir.03

56.38

33.51

61.85

t9.52

1,00

6,41

7.96

5.33

6.07

Range

107-398

64-29r

59-226

46-313

2-97

-2.65-2.01

t5-42

20-56

5-40

24-56
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Table 19

Personality Means and Standard DevÍations:

Attenders (Group 1) vs Drop-outs (Group 2)

Croup
x

r (N=67) Group 2

XSD

(N=2 2 )
SD

Type A

Factor S

FacEor J

Factor H

Repress Ion-S ensít izat lon
(Rep-Sen)

HLC Factor
(HLc Fac)

HLC-Clt
(Chance tlealth)

HLC-PC
(Provider Control)

HLC-GT
(General Threat)

HLC-SC
(seLf-control)

228 ,64

194 ,05

120,08

r8s.74

38.89

71.00

54 ,6

JJ. O

17 .80

24L ,59

193 . 68

r24.3r

178.13

43,77

"12

30,77

44,63

t4.62

4r.81

69 .02

62.8

32,65

68.05

24 .47

7 .TT

7,r2

5 ,92

4.98

-.04 1.01

b.J4

8.I5

5.20

6,2L

98

30.02

43.31

r5 ,47

4t .34
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Table 20

Personalit.y Means and Standard Deviatíons:

More Miles Than Approved (Group 1) vs. Less Than Required Miles (Group 2)

Group 1(N=15) SD Group 2 (N=33)sD

X X

Type A

Factor S

FacÈor J

Factor H

Rep-Sen

HLC FacEor

HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC-CT

HLC-SC

24s,93

2r2 . 66

117.33

208.53

30.80

42 .13

15.06

4r.86

64.44

39.30

41.47

59.84

14 ,42

I .00

6 .02

9.15

8.42

3 .83

238.7I

r99 .96

120.39

t79.33

42,21

_ rìo

29 ,42

43 ,90

16.60

4t.39

74.78

s3,36

34 .19

64.21

2r.36

.84

6 ,27

1 '>,,

4.27

7 ,48
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Table 21

Personality Means and Standard Deviations:

Poor MI Awareness (Group l) vs. Good Ml Al,üarness

Group I (N=49) SD Group 2 (N=41) SD

XX

Type A

Factor S

Factor J

Factor H

Rep-Sen

HLC Factor

HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC_GT

HLC-SC

234 ,7 5

191.75

L23 ,42

187.83

4L .40

.08

30.83

8,77

r5.69

42 ,08

69. 00

6I.87

31.37

63 .6s

r8.92

I .02

6.00

5,92

5.89

231- .2L

t97 .90

rr9 .43

183.73

38.70

_. 09

29 .46

6.88

14 .82

41.07

74,2r

49.58

36. 18

60. 34

20,36

,96

6 ,99

L ,07

4,56

6.31
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TabIe 22

Personality Means and SÈaodard Deviations:

HÍgh Self-Adjustmen! Ratings (Group 1) vs. Low Self-Adjustment Ratings (Group 2)

Group 1

X SD

Group 2

X SD

Type A

Factor S

Factor J

Factor H

Rèp-Sen

HLC Factor

HLC-CH

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

230.08

195.95

r2t.97

181 . 54

35.1 I

,007

29.98

43.08

15,58

4L .66

15.42

57.75

34.94

64 ,09

I6,81

.933

6. 19

7 .80

5.80

262 .66

180.33

148.66

161.0

73.0

-.09

28 .66

44.33

1i.66

40,33

86 .04

66.16

36.91

63.97

6. 08

T,27

6 .42

10.2I

8.32

4 .04
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Table 23

Personality Means and Standard Deviations:

Pêrt and Full Tíme EnploymenÈ (Group l) vs. Retired and Not t^Iorking (Group 2)

Group 1(N=75)
XSD

Grogp
x

2 (N=15 )
SD

Type A

FacEor S

Factor J

Factor H

Rep-S en

HLC Fac

HLC-CII

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

234 .t 6

t97.89

t20 . 6L

188 . 94

39.92

-.l0
29 .61

43,20

15.24

40 ,92

54,99

3s.24

60.28

18.24

.93

6. 38

7 .7

5.39

5.95

225 .06

177 .86

t26 .60

r71.06

4t .46

.51

33.20

45.0

I5.60

45.13

66 .54

62.18

23,34

69.50

I.t7

6.25

9.t7

5.56
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'I al¡Ie 24

Personality Means and SÈandard Devíations:

Smokers (Group 1) vs. Non-Smokers (Group 2)

Group I (N=11)
xsD

Group 2 (N=7 9 )
XSD

Type A

Factor S

Factor J

Factor H

Rep-S en

HLC Fac

HLC-C11

HLC-PC

HLC-GT

HLC-SC

236 .45

197 .36

127,45

r71.90

40. 00

28,36

43.90

lJ.Jtt

47,12

70,28

57 .06

24.39

49.76

16 .66

" 95

7 .37

1 .64

5 .40

5.00

r94

120

187

4o

30

43

15

4I

68

16

79

o,

02

003

46

44

56

60

7 t.57

56 .64

34 .64

bl.3t

19.98

l.0l

6,34

8 .04

5.30

6.13
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Table 25

Comparison of Repressj.on-Sensltization Data with Other Studl-es

X SD

Dissertation Data
(ctto¡

Byrne et al. ( 1963 )
(Normattve data)

Tempone & Lamb (1967)
(Mental Health Cl1n íc )

Schwarlz, Krupp & Byrne (1971)
(Medical ?at ienËs)

40,17

42.25

50,44

40-49 gr range 33 .4
50-59 34.2
60-69 33.1

t9 .52

20,I0

26,03

18.3
L7 .7
16 ,6




